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ABSTRACT
Numerical solutions to the time-dependent primitive equations and
equations for water vapor and cloud water are obtained on a self-contained,
differentially-heated, ocean-covered, mid-latitude, two-level, periodic
f plane. Circulations are calculated in domains of small and large
latitudinal extent with low and high-resolution grids for climates with
both high and low radiative-convective equilibrium temperatures and for
climates with a small and large absolute meridional temperature gradient
(AMTG). Estimates of standard deviations of time-averaged results are
calculated in order to determine statistical significance.
Qualitatively, for our model, we find that the circulation of either
a cold climate or a climate with a relatively small AMTG is weak and cloudy.
A warm climate or a climate with a relatively large AMTG is vigorous,
with clearer skies and darker storms.
Because of the Clausius-Clapeyron relationship, components of the
water cycle, such as evaporation, water transport, and condensation,
increase with increasing temperature. Water vapor increases everywhere
while cloud water increases only in cloudy regions. Similar effects were
obtained for an increasing AMTG.
Conversely, fractional areal coverage of positive-condensation re-
gions, fractional areal coverage of total cloud cover, and average rela-
tive humidity decrease with increasing temperature and ANTG. These results
are analyzed by means of a simple wave model. Although clouds, condensa-
tion, and relative humidity increase with increasing surface winds and
increasing radiative and sensible cooling, they decrease, in regions of
subsidence with an increasing subsidence rate, an increasing static sta-
bility, an increasing temperature, and a decreasing boundary-layer tem-
perature differential. Also, the areally-averaged relative humidity de-
creases with decreasing fractional coverage because of an increase in the
dry area.
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The horizontal advection of dry and moist air has an important
influence on cloudiness and relative humidity in our model. For increasing
advections, the relative humidity increased and the fractional cloud
cover decreased. And, although the ratio of the horizontal advection
to the change due to vertical motion decreased with increasing temperature
and AMTG, the greater decrease in the relative humidity in dry regions may
have resulted in an increase in the transport of dry air into regions
which might otherwise produce cloud, by rising motion and other processes.
The zonal winds increase with increasing temperature and AMTG. The
temperature effect is related, in part, to the relative increase of conden-
sation in the southern part of the domain and a concomitant increase in
the AMTG. Other dynamical components are similarly affected.
Thesis Supervisor: Edward N. Lorenz, Professor of Meteorology
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1. Introduction
Of the estimated 3.4 x 105 ergs Cm-2 sec-1 that the earth, on the
average, receives from the sun, about 35% is reflected back to space with
approximately 75% of the reflection due to clouds. Clouds have, on the
average, an albedo of 50% and cover, roughly, 50% of the earth. (See
London and Sasamori, 1971.) It may be shown that an increase in cloud
albedo or cloud fractional coverage by 1% will decrease the earth's
radiative equilibrium temperature by about .5*K. The lower atmospheric
temperatures are not directly related to the radiative equilibrium tempera-
ture because of the atmospheric "greenhouse" mechanism, which is strongly
influenced by clouds. Since the tropospheric temperatures decrease upward,
the clouds which act as blackbodies on the average, can reduce the infra-
red flux to space by emitting at a colder temperature than the lower
atmosphere, from which the planetary radiation would otherwise escape.
In order to maintain the planetary radiative equilibrium, the temperatures
of the lower atmosphere must therefore be greater.
Schneider (1972) showed that for an idealized, globally-averaged,
constant lapse-rate, radiative equilibrium model, surface temperatures
increase 2* for a 1/2 kilometer increase in cloud top height. Because of
the competing influences, Schneider also found that an increase in middle-
level cloud fractional coverage of 1% would result in a surface tempera-
ture decrease of only .25*. Manabe and Strickler (1964) and Manabe and
Wetherald (1967) showed that for their idealized radiative-convective
models, a greater change in surface temperature would result from a change
in lower level cloudiness which tends to have a greater characteristic
albedo and a warmer cloud-top temperature. In fact, they obtain an increase
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in surface temperatures for increased high-level (greater than nine
kilometer altitude) cloudiness. This latter result also depends on the
characteristic infrared emissivity of the high-level clouds. Cess (1976)
found from his empirically-derived expressions for the outgoing flux of
infrared radiation and the absorption of solar radiation that an increase
in the fractional cloud cover gives rise to a slight increase of surface
temperature in the northern hemisphere and a slight decrease in the southern
hemisphere. The infrared feedback is the stronger in Cess's formulas.
Also because of the competing influences, the effects are different
in different latitude belts. Schneider showed that in polar latitudes,
increased middle-level clouds result in increased surface temperatures,
in contrast to his results for middle latitudes, equatorial latitudes, and
global averages.
The preceeding models describe various influences of cloud on surface
temperature. But the effect of surface temperature change on the cloud
field cannot be answered without additional information. This is required
if a complete climate solution is to be obtained. For example, suppose
that the air temperatures are increased through some course. It is un-
known if the resulting change in cloud field would amplify the temperature
increase, a positive feedback, or whether it would damp the increase, a
negative feedback. We note that a positive feedback need not destabilize
an entire system if negative feedbacks are also present.
Cess (1976) found that by comparing the differences in the outgoing
flux at a particular latitude belt with variations in the surface tempera-
ture that the fractional cloud cover had an inverse relationship with surface
temperature, decreasing with increasing temperature. Relating the planetary
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albedo, and assumed variations of cloud albedo with respect to the
zenith angle, to the surface temperature, Cess (1976) obtained another
formula which could be used to find the relationship between fractional
cloud cover and surface temperature. Both formulas give approximately
a one percent decrease in fractional cloud cover for a one degree increase
in surface temperature.
Another approach used to determine the climatic sensitivity of
cloudiness involves the construction of a model with a hydrologic cycle.
Weare and Snell (1974) determined the climatic sensitivities of a radia-
tive-moist-convective model with a thin diffuse cloud (a major disparity
between their model results and observations was that the calculated
water content was less, by two orders of magnitude, than the amount
observed). For an increased surface temperature, they obtained increased
cloud-water content which resulted in increased solar reflectivity and
increased infrared emission. Their model has great climatic stability
to changes in solar constant. It cannot determine changes in fractional
coverage. (For a discussion of cloud and radiation interaction, see
also Gierasch and Goody, 1971, and Herman and Goody, 1971.)
Schneider and Washington (1973) discussed the response of the
parameterized clouds in the National Center for Atmospheric Research
General Circulation Model to sea-surface temperature perturbations.
They found that an increase of 2*K in the sea-surface temperature,
globally, resulted in a decrease of low-level fractional cloud cover
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of 2%. Various other experiments dealing with local changes in sea-
*
surface temperature have been performed and will be reported elsewhere.
The NCAR model cloudiness (see Kasahara and Washinton, 1971) is
based on a linear relationship between fractional cloud cover and relative
humidity. This type of parameterization was suggested by Smagorinsky
(1960) from a study of synoptic data. The relationships for the NCAR
model and Smagorinsky's study are shown in Figure 1.1. Quantitative
differences are especially noticeable for the high-level clouds since the
NCAR model also assumes that the upper clouds are black-bodies and hence
their total coverage must be substantially reduced in order to maintain
a proper radiation budget. Because of the assumed relationship (which
has been studied more extensively by Sanders - personal communication)
we can examine other models that determine relative humidity and infer
their cloud sensitivity.
Manabe and Wetherald (1975) obtained an increased temperature through-
out the atmosphere by doubling the CO2 content in an idealized three-
dimensional general circulation model. They found that for increased
evaporation and condensation the boundary layer relative humidity increased
while the free atmosphere relative humidity decreased. Wetherald and
Manabe (1976) found, for a similiar model, that an increase in the solar
constant resulted in an increase in tropospheric temperatures, an increase
in boundary layer relative humidity, a decrease in free atmosphere rela-
tive humidity and an increase in evaporation and condensation. The opposite
results were obtained for a decrease in solar content.
* Schneider and Washington (1976), personal communication.
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Wetherald and Manabe suggested that an increase in the magnitude
of the downward as well as the upward motion accompanying increased
precipitation may result in greater drying in regions of subsidence than
moistening in ascent regions and hence a lower overall average relative
humidity and cloudiness.
Manabe found in a recent study (personal communication) in which
cloud cover was determined from regions of positive condensation, that
the cloud cover also decreased with increasing temperature.
Sellers (1976) discussed a speculative relationship between frac-
tional cloud cover, relative humidity, evaporation, and precipitation.
For an increased solar constant, his model gave greater temperatures and
less cloudiness. He indicated that for warm climates there may be less
stratus, more cumulus, and less total cloudiness.
Part of the earth's hydrologic cycle may be examined seasonally.
Figure 1.2 gives the precipitation for northern and southern hemisphere
winter and summer. Precipitation is greatest in middle latitudes during
the winter. The strongest seasonal differences occur in the southern
hemisphere. Similar seasonal behavior occurs for evaporation in the
northern hemisphere whereas evaporation is greater everywhere in southern
latitudes during the southern hemisphere winter (see Figure 1.3). The
greatest absolute convergence of moisture occurs in middle latitudes
during the winter (see Figure 1.4). Seasonal changes in relative humi-
dity (Figure 1.5) shows that the relative humidity is least in middle
latitudes during the summer. Figure 1.6 shows that middle-latitude
fractional cloud cover is greatest during the winter. Figure 1.7 shows
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that cirrus and stratus have the same seasonal variation as total
cloudiness whereas cumulus and cumulonimbus are more predominant every-
where during the summer. Seasonal variations of individual cloud type
were unavailable for the southern hemisphere. Figure 1.8 gives satel-
lite brightness photographs for the various seasons. The fractional
coverage estimation in these pictures was obtained by correlation
of subjective observations of cloud cover with measured brightness
values in satellite photographs. Variations in cloud brightness with
the same fractional coverage were not considered, although different
correlation coefficients were derived for different seasons. The
figures indicate that there is more longitudinal asymmetry in bright-
ness for northern hemisphere summer than in northern hemisphere winter
and southern hemisphere winter and summer. Qualitatively, cloudiness
increases in middle latitudes during the winter but decreases in
equatorial latitudes.
It is difficult to infer the causes for the climatic variations in
cloud cover from seasonal behavior and empirical formulas. The straight-
forward way to determine cloud sensitivities is to construct a model
that has various characteristics of the cloud field modeled explicitly
and to determine the response under different external conditions.
In this way, all components pertaining to the cloud distribution are
obtained in a consistent fashion.
Since the cloud field is influence by the large scale dynamics, it
was decided to construct a model applicable to middle latitudes - where
dynamical systems have been extensively studied. Lorenz (1970) suggested
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that small numerical models that have atmospheric-like behavior, can be
appropriate for long-range climate experiments. The model has to be
large enough, however, to contain the large scale synoptic systems.
The size and resolution of the model was tested and the resulting climate
variations are discussed in Chapter 6.
The model is self-contained, with a saturated ocean surface and
atmospheric hydrologic cycle. The sea-surface temperature is fixed.
No explicit radiative feedbacks were allowed and only the dynamical
redistribution of heat and latent heat release ensured that the model
temperatures were different from the equilibrium temperature.
The sea-surface and radiative equilibrium temperature, here-
after denoted TE, between very cold and very warm values and
also varied the sea-surface and atmospheric radiative equilibrium
absolute meridional temperature gradient, hereafter denoted AMTGE'
between very small and very large values.
We discussed the cloud-water content, relative humidity, areal
coverage of cloud water and positive-condensation regions, evaporation,
precipitation, and other hydrologic components. Other model variables
are also discussed, especially if they relate to the water distribu-
tion or are affected by the latent heat of condensation.
The absolute magnitudes obtained depend upon the various modelling
assumptions described in the body of the thesis. Chapter 2 describes
the numerical model, the domain, and the boundary conditions. Chapter
3 describes the model for the water substance and associated components
of the atmospheric hydrologic cycle. Chapter 4 discusses relation-
ships between the fractional coverages of cloud and condensation and
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the relative humidity, and the sensitivities of these quantities to the
model variables. Chapter 5 describes the basic sensitivity experiments;
Chapter 6 discusses the numerical model results; and Chapter 7 gives
the conclusions.
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Figure 1.1. Linear relationships between fractional cloud cover
and relative humidity obtained by Smagorinsky for high clouds - H,S;
middle level clouds -M,S; and low clouds- L,S; and those derived
for the NCAR model for high clouds - H,N; and for low clouds - L,N.
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Figure 1.2. Precipitation (g cm-2 day~) for northern and southern hemisphere
winter and summer. (After Schutz and Gates, 1974) Precipitation is greatest
in midlatitudes during the winter.
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Figure 1.3. Evaporation (g cm 2day 1) for northern and southern hemisphere
winter and summer. (After Schutz and Gates, 1974) Evaporation is greatest
is midlatitudes during the winter.
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Figure 1.4. Atmospheric vertically-averaged meridional transport of water
vapor (m sec-I g kg-1 ) for northern hemisphere winter and summer. (After
Oort and Rasmusson, 1971) Absolute flux convergence is greatest during the
winter in polar and middle latitudes.
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Figure 1.5. Time-and-longitude averaged relative
humidity [qfq] in northern summer (solid line) and
winter (dashed line). (After Lorenz, 1967.) Relative
humidity is greatest in middle latitudes during the
winter.
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Figure 1.6a. Total zonal cloud fractional coverage (space and time) (percent)
for northern and southern hemisphere winter and summer. (After Landsburg,
1945) Cloudiness is greatest during the winter in midlatitudes.
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Figure 1.6b. Same as Figure 1.6a.
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Figure 1.6c.
London, 1967)
Same as Figure 1.6a, but for northern hemisphere only. (After
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Figure 1.7a. Altostratus and Nimbostratus plus stratus zonal fractional cloud
coverage for northern hemisphere winter and summer. (After London, 1957)
Cloudiness is greatest during the winter in midlatitudes.
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Figure 1.7b. Cirrus zonal fractional cloud cover for northern hemisphere
winter and summer. (After London, 1957) Cloud cover is greatest during
the winter in mid-latitudes.
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Figure 1.7c. Cumulus plus cumbulonimbus for northern hemisphere winter and
summer. (After London, 1957) Cloudiness is greatest during the summer.
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Figure 1.8a.
Polar Stereographic Satellite Relative Cloud Cover, 1400 Local, Northern Hemisphere, Mean Octas, June
through August 1967-1970.
(From Miller, 1971)
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Figure 1.8b.
Polar Stereographic Satellite Relative Cloud Cover, 1400 Local, Northern Hemisphere, Mean Octas,
December through February 1967-1970.
(From Miller, 1971)
Figure 1.8c.
Polar Stereographic Satellite Relative Cloud Cover, 1400 Local, Southern Hemisphere, Mean Octas,
December through February 1967-1970.
(From Miller, 1971)
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Figure 1.8d.
Polar Stereographic Satellite Relative Cloud Cover, 1400 Local, Southern Hemisphere, Mean Octas, June
through August 1967-1970.
(From Miller, 1971)
2. Numerical Model 41
2.1 Introduction
A Newtonian heating law based upon specified radiative equilibrium
temperatures and a relaxation time constant appropriate to radiative-con-
ductive heat transfer time scales is used to drive an atmospheric circu-
lation which evaporates latent energy from a saturated surface of infinite
heat capacity and specified temperature. The kinetic energy of the circula-
tion is dissipated, mainly at the surface, by friction. We do not consider
the influence of the generated clouds or the radiative exchange.
The heating law determines, essentially, the average temperature and the
associated gradients of temperature.
The model domain is a re-entrant channel with sigma and Cartesian
coordinates. The channel is situated on a mid-latitude f plane (see
figure 2.la). The vertical extent includes the entire atmospheric mass
while the horizontal extent is limited; 0 < x < X, 0 < y < Y (see figure
2.lb). Two vertical levels are used for various horizontal grid sizes
and resolutions.
We assume that the atmosphere is a perfect gas and assume the gas
constants are those of dry air. The latent heat of vaporization and sub-
limation is assumed to be constant regardless of the temperature. We
assume that the sigma velocity is zero at a=O in addition to being zero
at the surface.
With the above assumptions, the basic equations for the dependent
variables (ps, x, T, q1, a, W, $) in terms of the independent variables
(x, y, a, t)* are:
* For a derivation of the basic equations in sigma coordinates, see
Arakawa and Mintz (1974) or Phillips (1957).
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Hydrostatic
- J(2.1.8)
The f-plane Cartesian geometry simplifies the dynamics and eventual
interpretation of model results since there is no asymmetry due to differ-
ential rotation and domain shape. The only asymmetry in the model is
that of the temperature structure which is described in Section 2.2. The
f-plane also has the advantage of having a set of boundary conditions
with simple symmetry which the beta plane would not have (see Section 2.3).
The size of the domain is chosen to allow the simulation of large
scale atmospheric-like dynamical behavior. For the same external para-
meters, including temperature gradient, greater eddy kinetic energies
were obtained for greater zonal widths. For the same external parameters,
it may also be shown that the larger meridional width has a greater avail-
able potential energy. The available potential energy can be increased
by increasing the meridional temperature gradient. Coarse resolution
(A = 500 km.) and fine resolution (A = 333 1/3 km.) models were run to
test the effect of the horizontal grid size on the results. Only slight
differences were noted in most results.
2.2 Heating and Friction Parameterizations
2.2.1 Heating
The Newtonian heating parameterization is intended to simulate
sensible heating by turbulent convection as well as solar and infrared
heating. A dry convective adjustment described in conjunction with
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the moist convection scheme is used only rarely since atmosphere
is almost always statically stable, especially for a hot climate.
The radiative- convective heating term is of the form
S=Ct (Te (TOl) - T (YA -, , (2.2.1)
TE(y,a) is the preset equilibrium temperature and r is the associated
time constant. The atmosphere would relax to the equilibrium tempera-
ture on a time scale of T if the other influences such as latent heating
and the dynamical redistribution of heat were absent.
We ensure that these processes are present, however, by means of the
imposed gradients in T . First, we assume that the equilibrium tempera-
ture is warmer in the southern part of the domain than the northern part
(we work with a northern hemisphere model). Consideration of the bound-
ary conditions for the model (see section 2.3) requires 3E = 0 at the
By
lateral walls. We also require the domain to be symmetrical in the im-
posed surface temperature gradient - the maximum gradient is imposed in
the center of the domain. We chose:
~- TJ + -TS f + - (2.2.2a)
where
6T = l P',(2.2.2b)
The atmospheric temperatures are related to this profile by specifying
1 sE
the static stability, C -z Eand solving for TE,
pCI TF c(2.2.3)
Cf R) a T f )
We specified the static stability of the boundary layer and free atmosphere
separately, assuming an increase in stability with respect to latitude and
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pressure. The chosen equilibrium static stability can influence the
partition between stable and unstable condensation. It was decided to
make the equilibrium lapse rate close to the standard -6.5 x 10-5 deg/cm.
This would ensure a sufficiently stable lapse rate, even for a cold
climate. Moist convection, especially for the warm climates, and the
dynamics stabilized the lapse rate further. Moist convection tended
to be the dominant effect. One of the experiments which will be dis-
cussed later assumed a moist-adiabatic lapse rate.
The time constant was estimated from Cunnold et al. (1971) to be
1.6 sec (%18.5 days). The total model heating also includes the heating
that results from the moist-convective adjustment. This will be elab-
orated on later.
2.2.2 Friction
A surface drag law is used to transfer momentum from the surface
layer to the boundary. Following Phillips (1960), the momentum in the
boundary layer is taken to be a linear extrapolation of the upper-level
momentum but with only 70% of the magnitude. The stress may be written
in the form
(2.2.4)
An upper-level shear stress of the form
-A (2.2.5)
is also used. We assume a free-stress boundary for the domain.
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Horizontal diffusion can be incorporated to represent the effects
of eddies smaller than the grid point size, to eliminate computational
instability due to spurious growth of short-wavelength components caused
by truncation errors and nonlinear interactions, and to smooth the solu-
tion fields. Higher-order operators (see Shapiro, 1970) damp the shorter
waves more selectively. We use an operator of the form
5( A7 z--- (0 . -t -' A (2.2.6)
where the coefficient is chosen such that for a grid length of 500 kilo-
meters and a diffusion coefficient of Kn109 cm 2sec~, the damping for
the KV2 and -a operators is equal for two-grid-point waves. The rela-
tive damping versus grid-point wavelengths is shown in figure 2.3. We
also use this operator on the surface-pressure field.
2.2.3 Summary
Radiation and Sensible Diabatic Heating
4K C+ CTe.c~jo-)- T x Cp CTrc (2.2.7a)
moist convection
~I Y
- ± (L V'if~ 9 'p.
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2.3 Horizontal Boundary Conditions
For systems of equations possessing periodicities and symmetries,
one can eliminate all but a small finite part of an unbounded domain by
using periodic and symmetric boundary conditions. This is advantageous
since it may not be clear, otherwise, what the appropriate boundary
conditions for a limited computational domain should be. For example:
periodic boundary conditions in the longitudinal direction successfully
simulate large scale flow with wavelengths less than the longitudinal
length; mirror boundary conditions at the equator successfully simulate
large scale flow resulting from hemispherically symmetric forcings.
For lateral boundaries not at the equator, one can exploit the
parity (see Saxon, 1971, for a discussion of the concept of parity)
relationships inherent in the equations. Any dependent variable A(x )
may be expressed as the sum of even parity, A (x ), and odd parity,
A (x.), functions of the independent variables, x.. That is, since
(2.3.1)
we can write
-
(2.3.2)
where
A Lxo IAc cn
and
[ A ( -- A o (2.3.3b)
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such that
A* 4 g + A* (f y (2.3.4a)
and
K - - ( ). (2.3.4b)
From 2.3.3 and 2.3.4 one can show that even and odd products of
A (x ) and even products of A~(x ) are even whereas odd products of
A~(x ) are odd. Even spatial derivatives of A (x ) and odd spatial
derivatives of A~(x ) are even whereas odd spatial derivatives of A (x.)11
and even spatial derivatives of A (x ) are odd.
For an elementary example consider the barotropic vorticity equa-
tion on an f plane:
A - 7 X I 7 (2.3.5)
Examination of 2.3.5 shows that
TCe K..(2.3.6)
is a conservative property of this system of equations if the odd parity
part is equal to zero and hence the velocity components conserve odd
parity. $~ is not conserved, even if $p is initially 0 unless $P is
also 0. For the more complex numerical model equations, it is shown
in Appendix B that a consistent conservative system consists of even
parity for all variables except for the horizontal velocity components
which have odd parity. If a variable f domain were used, f would have
to behave like an even function of y. If f were an odd function then
mirror boundary conditions are appropriate. Symmetry boundary condi-
tions couIld not he used If f were of mixed pa rity. Similar restric-
tions are required for the forcing terms.
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Essentially we retain a periodic system in y but assume a solution
with definite parity to eliminate one half of the north south system. We
could do the same for the longitudinal direction but this would require
the zonal flow equal to zero at the boundaries, which is undesirable.
Therefore we assume periodicity in x and the following boundary condi-
tions at the zona
VLL -'f
-f, ( Y -I )
T (A-
9i(X I -^)
1 lateral walls:
T -Yx,^I
9L A (S j)
Since the integral with respect to x at the lateral boundary vanishes
for odd parity terms, we have the following average boundary conditions:
([(] denotes a zonal average)
L (4 ) -_)]. (2.3.8)
0)
L A (0) (o 0
I- V ( -c Y)] j .Q
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-
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The boundary conditions do not give [psvu] = 0 at the boundaries and hence
a momentum exchange occurs there. The parity conditions are equivalent,
on the average, to the no-slip, insulating, impermeable surface whereas
the mirror boundary conditions are equivalent to the free-slip, insulating,
impermeable surface. The symmetry imposed on the domain by these boundary
conditions is shown in figure 2.4.
2.4 Finite Differences
We use the total-energy, mass, and quadratic-conserving box finite-
difference method formulated by Kurihara and Holloway (1967) for the
basic equations. The scheme is of second order accuracy for a regular
grid and was formulated in this form by Shuman (1962). He called it the
"filtered factor form." Leapfrog time differencing with periodic appli-
cation of a Euler backward step is used. Specifically, for most of the
runs we integrate for 10 steps using leapfrog (the diffusion and forcing
terms are evaluated at the previous time step), smooth the solution,
apply the Euler backward step and continue.
The vertical and horizontal grids are shown in figure 2.5a and 2.5b.
The atmosphere is divided into two layers in the vertical with v, T, and
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q carried at the integer levels halfway between the boundaries and the
layered interface where - a and $ are carried. The horizontal outermost
grid point's information is determined from the boundary conditions. A
"box" surrounds one of the horizontal grid points in figure 2.3b. The
average properties of the box are described by the values at the grid
point.
The following finite-difference operators are defined:
Space (2.4.la)
-. 3 .2
A~ AZi (+ :) +
G(At ~)
s PL- 8~
-JI
A.SusA3*v.
Time
The leapfrog operator is
- f = A"-A
(2.4. lb)
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For the Euler backward step we have
where
/A.*
This latter time step is done after the solution at time step mod10
is smoothed according to the formulation in section 2.2.
The equations are written in finite differenced form:
Tendency
Continuity
. a %- - L ( H" We - C t)
~Z: 4~7 PZ7 
(2.4.4)
+ crs- ~H~LAO~#
t ~~7(i)
Zonal momentum
Meridional momentum
-VA
(2.4.2)
(2.4.3)
(2.4.5)
(2.4.6)
C-k
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Thermodynamic
+x ( TA
+ LdA C,,- vc'
Water (see section 3.1)
-~ ~p~vqF"
t 3 9,~ 1, 79 ICA-
(2.4.7)
."IC yLC (2.4.8)
Geopotential
(2.4.9)
As shown by Kurihara and Holloway, the finite-difference analogues
of mass and total energy are conserved for global integrals. As shown
in Appendix C, total energy and mass are also conserved in our limited
domain. Zonal momentum is conserved only for both our computational
domain and an adjoining anti-symmetric domain; it can be transferred
into and out of the domain depending on the circulation. The momentum
distribution is determined consistently with the circulation rather
than with some lateral walls.
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Figure 2.la. A mid-latitude f plane channel with
a vertical sigma coordinate.
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Figure 2.1b. The horizontal domain.
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Figure 2.2a. Typical equilibrium temperature structure for
the model.
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Figure 2.2c. Atmospheric and boundary-layer static stability,
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Figure 2.3. Relative damping of V2 and -,< operators versus grid-point
wavelengths.
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Figure 2.4. The unbounded domain and associated symmetry
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Figure 2.5a. Vertical differencing in the computational domain.
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Figure 2.5b. Horizontal differencing in the computational domain.
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3. Water Model
3.1 Atmospheric Water
The continuity equation for the water substance partitioned into
various phases and sizes may be written
cJDC)~~C - C(.11
The Cij's are the conversions from one form to another. We partition
water into two phases: vapor and liquid-solid, and the liquid-solid
phase into two sizes: cloud and precipitation. Explicitly:
s, V + v bV( 
3 .1
-PS d'C .V- )cr-
c) -
oD C c )
'P:, CV +fLCC5 r
6o--
C) 9vj C ~c
4c~ 0Yf~if
S +S o-- .
- A cg
.2a)
(3.1.2b)
(3.1.2c)
(3.1.3)
subscript v =
tc =
"o p =
vapor
cloud
precipitation
where
(CI
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F = small scale vertical turbulent flux
q
V. = mass weighted sedimentation velocity, <0
1
Cyc = conversion from vapor to cloud
Cvp = conversion from vapor to precipitation
Ccp = conversion from cloud to precipitation
Since the saturation vapor pressure is related exponentially to
the temperature, condensation ensures that the water vapor is an ex-
ponential function of altitude. Therefore we require that the finite
difference equations conserve ln q. Arakawa and Mintz (1974, eq. 111.14)
have shown that this gives
c - Syt,... Sogs(3 1.4)
9;,
In the limit that q 1+0 we have
-. (3.1.5)
Since qi,2 q 1 v(q,2%25qv,1 ) we can consider the contribution by the
lower level only to the atmospheric water processes. The equation for
the water, then, is
For this form of the equations, the mean water is conserved, and
the observed exponential decrease of water in the atmosphere is modeled
implicitly. The upper level moisture
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should be included for models with more finite difference levels. The
water in this form has an additional advantage for the analysis since
only one vertical level has to be considered.
3.2 Surface Fluxes
At molecular distances above the sea surface in the interfacial
region, the water vapor is in equilibrium with the liquid. The diffusion
of water vapor away from this region would proceed slowly were it not for
the turbulence generated by boundary layer eddies. This process has been
parameterized by a surface bulk-evaporation formula
F F9~, C I c-S 9) (3.2.1)
*
CD is determined experimentally. qvg is the saturated mixing ratio in
the inter-facial region while qv1g is the mixing ratio at the anemometer
*
level. q vs will increase over time to the equilibrium value of qv,g
unless other processes act to decrease its value. Close to the boundary
layer the only other process that can affect the surface layer mixing
ratio is the turbulent transport which acts to exchange relatively moist
air from below with relatively dry air from above or vice versa. Assuming
an equilibrium on time scales short compared to the large scale time
scales or, equivalently, a constant-flux layer,obtain
E-VQ ci 2/) ; (3.2.2)K_ sf
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Solving for qvs we obtain an evaporation formula applicable to our large
scale model:
s -D (3.2.3)
where
COD (3.2.4)
and may be thought of as an empirical parameter applicable to the entire
unresolved lower domain. When qv2 >qvg negative evaporation or net down-
ward transport of water vapor or dew deposition occurs. This occurs
only in extreme northern regions where surface inversions are likely to
*
form in our model. For most of the domain,, however, qv,2 v g and net
evaporation results. Since condensation will prohibit qv, 2 becoming
*
greater than qv,2, we see that for a reasonable boundary layer temperature
differential, evaporation will continue during condensation due to turbu-
lent diffusion. Hence turbulent diffusion can cloud the atmosphere
although the process is important mainly in generating clouds with negli-
gible precipitation. From Gates et al. (1971) we set
-'--~- ( Y (3.2.5)
K ( [ c.v' e (3.2.6)
Figure 3.1 shows the evaporation formulation as a function of surface temp-
erature for various surface wind speeds and lower-level relative humidities.
The boundary condition used for the liquid and solid particles is
constant flux from the lower dynamical level of the model to the surface,
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that is,
(?AV~L -\)r (3.2.7)
6 = 0 otherwise.
The downward turbulent flux of cloud and precipitation from the
upper levels as well as evaporation of sedimenting drops in the unresolved
boundary layer is neglected.
3.3 Condensation
Condensation occurs instantaneously in our model, reducing the super-
saturation to zero, and producing cloud particles with a size spectra.
Likewise, negative condensation resulting from evaporating cloud droplets
in subsaturated conditions occurs instantaneously and reduces the subsatur-
ation condition to saturation unless sufficient cloud material is unavail-
able to completely saturate.
The large scale saturation limit may not be an appropriate limit.
Local variations can cause clouds to occur locally even though, on the
average, the large scale is unsaturated. Observable precipitation seems
to be initiated at approximately 85% relative humidity. (Sanders [personal
communication] and Smagorinsky [1960].)
We arbitrarily set the model limit at 100% relative humidity for
clouds to condense and evaporate for most model runs. For some of the
runs, however, we reduced the critical value of the relative humidity to
85%. Since the model has its own self-consistent moisture budget, the
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equilibrium relative humidity obtains at a higher value in the former case.
Qualitative and quantitative differences between different climates for
the same critical relative humidity are similar.
Local condensation occurs such that the released latent heat warms
the air isobarically, and therefore, the equilibrium humidity, cloud and
temperature equations must be solved locally and simultaneously. Non-local
solutions occur when the atmosphere is conditionally unstable. The moist
convection scheme used is similar to Manabe et al. (1965). The scheme
equilibrates the moist static energies in the vertical during condensation.
Summarizing, we limit the present model to large scale supersaturation
cloudiness with imbedded convective elements.
We now summarize the equations for condensation.
For
2 0(3.3.1)
and
9V)L_ <( )
and
a-r q'l
we seekthe simultaneous solution to
C, ET + L 6ql , . c 
(3.3.2)
6 qvt(Yc =C
- C 0
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For
9v)Z. >
and
C 0
RC) L > 0
and
and
9 V) L * 9C)?- - Z
cr c.p
we seek the simultaneous solution to
CG 6T + L. Scqv o
4-e+ ~l
9v . q* ()q
(3.3.3)
(3.3.4)
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For
SVz.,
and
> 0
we seek the simultaneous solution
oL Cr
cq~ &T9
+ T c'(-)
In particular, for the two level model, we seek the simultaneous solution
to
C f Tg t- C- S T2. + L 6c , o (3.3.7)
Sq , z- t-S 8 C.1
Y~Z. 4
6T
-5 (TZ. - E T - (Ti- z.+._.. ,2o.
The various schemes can be iterated for better accuracy since we have
approximated
9v*(T+y-F (T +- (3.3.8)
C) I
(3.3.5)
S fYT
=+1
oCr
(3.3.6)
+" Eq CL, a-
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3.4 Precipitation
The conversion of cloud water to precipitation is an extremely com-
plex process and still unknown in complete physical detail. We parame-
terize the conversion with an expression that depends only upon cloud
water and neglect the conversion from vapor to precipitation. Since this
parameterization has not yet been completely formulated for even the
small scale cloudiness, we determine a parameterization for the large
scale finite difference model tentatively from physical considerations.
Numerical values of the parameterized conversion rate are then tested
for sensitivity. We feel that the qualitative form, although perhaps
not the quantitative form, of the parameterization is fairly reasonable.
Various climatic and weather modification effects could be represented
by changes in the parameterization.
The following processes are thought to be the dominant contributors
to the conversion. Initially, small cloud droplets self-collect to form
larger cloud droplets and small precipitation particles. This process
is denoted autoconversion and was first parameterized by Kessler (1969)
intuitively. It seemed reasonable to him from various studies that the
rate of cloud autoconversion increased with cloud water content and was
negligible for amounts below some arbitrary threshold. Marchuk (1974),
in fact, uses autoconversion to describe the complete conversion process.
Berry (cf. Simpson and Wiggert, 1969) solved the stochastic collection
problem numerically and developed a parameterization in which the auto-
conversion process had, essentially, a cubic dependence upon the cloud
water, a dependence upon the relative dispersion of the initial cloud
spectrum and an inverse dependence upon the number concentration. The
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Kessler and Berry parameterizations give qualitatively similar results.
The Bergeron process also contributes to the formation of small
precipitation particles by augmenting ice particles at the expense of
liquid water in addition to sublimating vapor. This process is not
considered although Simpson and Wiggert (1969) suggest that using a faster
auto-conversion time scale may implicitly model this effect. We test
the sensitivity of this process later by using different autoconversion
time scales.
Once small precipitation particles are formed, either by autoconver-
sion or by the Bergeron process, they further collect small cloud droplets
and continue to grow until they precipitate from the cloud. This mode is
denoted as accretion and is dependent on the amount of cloud water and
precipitation water. This process is thought to be the dominant contribu-
tor to atmospheric precipitation. It has been parameterized by Kessler
(1969) by using a simplified model of cloud-precipitation interaction.
He obtained, essentially, a first-order dependence upon cloud vapor and
precipitation.
Precipitation droplets differ from cloud droplets by having between
one thousand to a million times more mass per drop. Observations by
Marshall and Palmer (1948) give a raindrop distribution of the form
dU '~i~t, = /\/b,,p ) (3.4.1)
Kessler (1967) argues that N p is constant over a wide range of pq and
hence X must be a function of the precipitation water content. We also
p
assume that the distribution of cloud particles follows a similar form
but with N >>N . Obviously the spectrum must evolve over time from
o,c o,p
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from Noc to N P. Various other types of distribution could be con-
sidered but since we are interested in mass weighted averages of various
quantities, any distribution describing the observed exponential tail on
the large size range would suffice. Particularly important is that this
distribution gives an increase in the average drop size and variance for
an increase in the water content. Solving for X obtain
-Y 
(3.4.2)
where
p = air density, g/cm3
p = water density, g/cm3
The size distribution will vary depending upon the initial size distribu-
tion and time history. Quite arbitrarily - with some appeal to observa-
tion - we use Kessler's (1969) value N p = .1 cm-4 for the precipitation
particles and use a value of No~c = 1O5cm~4 for the cloud particles.
Using this distribution, Berry's autoconversion formula is
AC ~ d57L( L ( 9 yc-' Cf .ec- (3.4.3)
0V)
Kessler's accretion formula is:
9 /x 10g Y8 se. ((3.4.4)
Using the size distribution for precipitation particles; using an empirical
expression for precipitation fall speed as a function of diameter; and taking
a mass-weighted average over the size distribution, Kessler (1967) obtained
3 10\YZ-.45
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The sedimentation of cloud droplets is obtained by using Stokes Law for
the small cloud droplets and taking a mass weighted average over the
assumed size distribution. We obtain
A c.
If, as precipitation is formed, the vertical fallout is sufficiently
large compared to the horizontal divergence, only a negligible fraction
of the precipitation is diverted from the actively converting region.
Therefore, for the large scale motions, only local processes are important
for precipitation. This approximation is good so long as we consider large-
scale equilibrium for particles with a sufficiently large fall speed. It
would not be a good approximation, for example, for the smaller scale
motions involved with individual cumulus clouds (see Kessler, 1967).
Neither is it a good approximation for cloud particles on the large scale.
The complete continuity equation must be considered for this size range
of particles.
The local time rate of change precipitation content is neglected and
we can solve for the equilibrium precipitation water if we neglect the
evaporation of precipitating water. Essentially we assume that the cloud
extends from the middle part of the atmosphere to the surface. The
equilibrium solution is therefore more applicable to total time averaged
cloud water contents rather than instantaneous local quantities. Accord-
ingly, we may expect that the mixing ratio so determined will be small
locallybut the total water should be comparable to the observed.
The precipitation equation is
0 9C-V 9 NCC - A~ '~?(3.4.7)
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where
.58.5 79 A 1X 4- (3.4.8)
We have assumed that the dominant variation occurs in qc rather than in p
and ps'
An asymptotic solution to 3.4.7 can be made up of two asymptotic
solutions; the autoconversion limit for qc and the accretion limit for
large qc. The autoconversion limit occurs for small qc; by the time
a relatively sparse cloud has converted some of its smaller cloud droplets
into precipitating droplets, the droplets have reached the surface with-
out being able to collect many more droplets. In the autoconversion
limit
and hence, sparse clouds produce tiny precipitation particles - drizzle.
For more dense clouds, however, once the conversion of small cloud
droplets to small precipitation particles has occurred, substantial growth
by accretion occurs producing large precipitation particles and much
precipitation. From 3.4.7 in the accretion limit,
The precipitation from the column is determined as a function of
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cloud water to be
- 9s S -P sA c
We define a precipitation function to include also the sedimentation
of cloud droplets from the atmosphere column. The sedimentation is
(3.4.12)
- tSC
where
-7 -% (3.4.13)
a .f66 XI0 sec.' G 3 .51 )( 106
The precipitation function is
(3.4.14)
where
z.
,7 X 10
., C- (3.4.15)
-t
.S*-.
OIL-3 =- C (0, s-00>1 so , C
6-.. o ' toepwise..,
The number of assumptions involved in obtaining the precipitation
function is quite large. We assume: a constant flux between the surface
and the lowest dynamical level, size distributions approximated by
(3.4.11)
JCYS ( Z
0C2.: Lac.
~ fsYC 9r S
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exponential laws, a precipitation time scale which is small compared to
the large scale advection time scale, and that N c and NO'p are known
constants. Various assumptions might result in quantitative differences
in the precipitation function. For example: if the size distribution is
neglected in deriving the accretion and precipitation sedimentation terms,
a cubid dependence of precipitation on cloud water for accretion would be
obtained; if the Bergeron process were included, the appropriate satura-
tion limit would be over a combination of ice and water and the autocon-
version would be increased; if more vertical levels were present to re-
solve cloud base, and cloud-water content would probably be increased
locally in the cloud; and if evaporation of precipitation in the boundary
layer were included, the initial precipitation at the surface would be
negligible.
We therefore think that the precipitation parameterization is quali-
tatively accurate only in the sense that the precipitation time constant,
T = -c , is a nonlinear function of cloud-water content. Whether or not
p P
the coefficients are accurate for large scale average cloud water amounts
requires much more work with models of this sort. To test the sensi-
tivity of the precipitation function on our eventual conclusions we fit
the following function
(3.4.16)
and used a much less efficient cloud-precipitation conversion
f3
Use of P 3increased the amount of equilibrium cloud water present.
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It was interesting that for cloud water contents \3xl0-2 gcm-1 the
associated time constant of P1 is 2x104 secwhich is somewhat larger than
Sasamori's (1975) (T = 104 sec for {qc} = 3 x 10-2). Sasamori used ob-
servations of cloud and precipitation to obtain his precipitation paramet-
erization. Hence we may be underestimating the precipitation for our
model cloud-water contents.
3.5 Summary
We have formulated the parameterizations involved in the simplified
atmospheric hydrologic cycle. Evaporation (dew deposition) occurs if the
mixing ratio decreases (increases) upward. The rate at which this proceeds
is dependent upon the vertical moisture gradient and the surface wind
speed.
Condensation (cloud evaporation) occurs once the atmosphere super-
saturates (sub-saturates with clouds present). Condensation (cloud evap-
oration) can occur due to radiative and sensible cooling (heating),
turbulent mixing, and adiabatic temperature changes. Condensation is
local unless the atmosphere is moist-adiabatically unstable in which case
the moist static energies in the vertical are equilibrated. Condensation
produces clouds which then either evaporate or precipitate. Precipitation
is assumed to be a nonlinear function of cloud water content. The equa-
tions are summarized below:
);cL, VLv P SV~ (3.5.1)
6t~~~D ~j~(j -~CC,?
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(3.5.2)
a~t - l' S (Ctc 1'2&)
-
-
(3.5.3)Coo
/( oo)c, Li
The precipitation function is taken to be one of the following three
forms:
.3
e 7 6. 800 K10-4
CK 85P7 f 10
C) 4- 
ofh-
S L (0 -t c( .9 C.
,X = 1.5
2.. 7 5
> 0
3P, 9
-7
0 7. A X 10
CL \ 10
(3.5.4b)
- 3 (3.5.4c)
(3.5.4a)
,
-t V. f vS .z qc ,Z,
C 
p
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The conditional quantity Cc 2 is
Conditions Conversion
CV~)L..
and
- A'2.
and
ctv4l+cC.) 2. < c.V7
)
and
<(0
- T L q_
(3.5.5b)
where
c) T
ng 9)-L- 9 V)L
and 7
and
and
tl C , ?I T'
(3.5.5a)
CCe,. = _A
c
C-PC( A
and
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Conditions
9,2.- 7P I ,. ,
Conversion
cvC.);I -
where
> 0
2 , 
(2L +( b-I)(zc?
, = Cf Tt 3 + L9 v
+'9 V,-I.
TAz. T~
2
Q, C? T ,
=(CJT2.+L qv)
(3.5.5c)
Laq, 
- 8 Tt)c"e
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Condensation, precipitation, and evaporation are evaluated via a
forward difference time scheme. In the leapfrog scheme they are evaluated
at the previous time step. Water vapor and cloud water are not allowed
to be negative. This can occur due to finite differencing. Evaporation
is increased and/or precipitation is decreased at the particular grid point
at which this happens during the course of the time integration.
The qualitative atmospheric hydrologic cycle is shown in figure 3.3.
Note that evaporation of precipitation has not been included in this hydro-
logic cycle. This and other boundary layer processes need to be considered
eventually, but for now the parameterizations are sufficiently simple that
we can consider analytic models to determine some of the feedbacks involved
in the hydrologic cycle.
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Figure 3.1. The evaporation parameterization.
E = p SC IVl I(q*~, - Hq*) for various parameters
s DD ~s v~g v,2
H = lower level relative humidity
AT = boundary-layer temperature differential
4t.6x1O I
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Figure 3.2.. Precipitation functions and precipitation time constant.
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Figure 3.3. The atmospheric hydrologic cycle.
Water is exchanged with the surface through evaporation, dew deposition and
precipitation. Gaseous water is converted to cloud water through convective
and supersaturation condensation. Some cloud water is reevaporated. Cloud
water and the difference between the saturation water vapor and actual water
vapor is small compared to the actual water vapor.
/ / / / / / //////1I/
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4. Sensitivities of the Water Distribution
4.1 Relative-Humidity Equation
Before we discuss the more complex numerical model results, we
analyze the relative-humidity equation, in order to determine the dependence
of the water distribution on the various parameters, and the inter-
relationships between the relative-humidity, fractional coverages, and
precipitation. The relative humidity equation is derived for our model
from the water-vapor, cloud-water, lower level-temperature, mass-cont i-
nuity and pressure-velocity equations:
9C1 V *LPS X2O-s~q 9C,1y. (4.1.1)C
'C v ( -I: .- (4.1.3b)
Off
where C4O.
S(, +TR.)T+ (4.1 .3b)
Z 6cre I fa.
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d95 =-v~f~& (4.1.4)+ fdo-r
~ + V2. . 7 (4.1.5)
The appropriate* relative humidity for our model is
(4.1.6)
The relative-humidity equation is
a -P _#_(4.1.7)
~1%9Vc::L -
With the continuity equation 4.1.4, the omega equation 4.1.5, and the
functional relationship
,y, ( (4.1.8)
the relative-humidity equation, 4.1.7, becomes
- f'qv)i -
O- S G3vc 9/1
(4.1.9)
4 14
* The exact relative humidity,e/e*,is approximated very well by e*(p-e)
since p>>e*.
4Jtz
fs H 3 !vj + V,
6 T ONa
v, ), I ./9 v,,
) I-@-CIVI&C5 P
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Substituting 4.1.3 into 4.1.9, we obtain
6T s C--f. 2..
(4.1.10)
*
Dividing 4.1.10 by psqv,2 and combining certain terms, we
(4.1.11)
+ U.9c.~D~s1(Cr )
c-P~y
- -Io(j+* v.ci S9
&P &T11 S
The relative-humidity equation is similar to the one obtained by
Smagorinsky (1960) except for the second term on the right - which
represents the evaporation and radiative-sensible heating.
The relative humidity can be increased by advection of relative
humidity, by evaporation, by radiative and sensible cooling, by
-P 9 *' C) 4
v, Z- ,
9,v*l 
-
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rising motion, and by negative condensation (cloud evaporation). The
sixth term on the right hand side of 4.1.11 is the correction for motion
not occurring at constant pressure. This equation is to be used in two differ-
ent ways. We solve for the relative humidity only if the initial relative hu-
midity is less than one. If the relative humidity becomes greater than one, the
equation can be used to solve for the positive condensation by setting
the relative humidity to one. This positive condensation produces cloud
water which has the equation (substituting C,ve,2 from 4.1.2)
9 C1C- N/:L vc, c
-i -HL. .vJq * * (4.1.12)
V -T
The cloud water can be dispersed to other regions in space and/or time
where the atmospheric conditions may cause the cloud water to evaporate.
Equation 4.1.12 is also conditional and is solved for the cloud water only
if the initial cloud water is greater than 0 by setting the relative
humidity equal to one. If the cloud water becomes less than 0 then the
eqluatlton can he used to sotlve for thle rein t lve huid~ I ty . Note tha:1t the
negative condensation can be obtained from 4.1.2 and must be such that
upon substituting it into 4.1.11, the relative humidity is equal to one.
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Because of the conditional nature of these equations we define the
fractional coverage to be that fraction of a region in which a
quantity is present or certain conditions of the equations are satis-
fied.
Different measures of cloud fractional coverage are used. A tradi-
tional approximation is that cloudiness occurs in regions of ascending
motion and no cloudiness occurs in descending regions. The correct
relationship, however, also involves evaporation, heating, entrainment
and detrainment, in addition to the vertical velocity. This will be
discussed later. We use the following two measures: the fractional part
of space and time in which positive condensation occurs and the fractional
part of space and time in which cloud water is present. The first measure
is being used by the UCLA, Rand, and GISS models. They presumably under-
predict cloud water fractional coverage. A schematic diagram is shown
in figure 4.1.
We define the following parameters:
c). C (4.1.13)
9Y 9V)'3/9
J L H C
V33. ~ Th
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Q C
-DS
We determine the fractional coverages by solving for the bound-
aries of the positive condensation and cloudy regions. From 4.1.11
the implicit equation for the boundary of the positive condensation
region is found by setting Cve, 2=0 and H=1.
(4.1.14)
-- LA.. 2 +
At the cloud boundary, the first term on the right represents
entrainment of dry air into the positive condensation region (detrain-
ment of moist air has a negligible effect on the cloud boundaries
since 11 = 1 in positive condensation reglons). (See Stoninel.,
1947, for a discussion of entrainment for a cumulus cloud.)
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From 4.1.12, the implicit equation for the cloud region is found
by setting qc= 0 and H = 1. We obtain
q8~~~ (- *~ +v. ~L  * (4.1.15)
The term on the left represents detrainment of cloud water from the
region of positive condensation. The detrainment term is the only
difference between 4.1.15 and 4.1.14. The entrainment and detrain-
ment terms are discussed further in Section 4.3.
We tabulated eddy quantities and mean quantities in Table 4.1
for the hot climate (see Chapter 5). For this climate and also
for other climates, the mean terms are larger than the eddy terms -
except for the vertical velocities which have a much larger eddy
term than a mean term. Table 4.lb tabulates the values for the
appropriate combinations of the various terms. It shows that the
fractional coverage is determined mainly by the interaction of
the eddy vertical-velocity field with the mean evaporation, mean
radiative and sensible heating, mean vertical velocity, and entrainment
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or advection of relative humidity.
The eddy variations in the saturation moisture terms and static
stability tend to be much smaller than the mean terms and hence we
shall use only the mean values for these terms. We probably should
* * *
also use q with w but we shall assume that q=0 for simplicity;
in other words, the static stability is assumed to be a function of
latitude only - it is the variation in S that causes the largest varia-
*
tion in q . We shall also neglect the term which gives the contri-
bution from the eddy motion not on a constant pressure level. This
term would automatically be eliminated from a model with constant
surface pressure.
Since entrainment effects are important mainly when large gra-
dients occur in the relative humidity field, we shall first investi-
gate the solution when entrainment is neglected. We shall call
this approximation the principal approximation to the equation
for the cloud fractional coverage. We have at the cloud
boundary)
0 - (A + L-K )LJ - QC t+ C. oo (q-i. (4.1.16)
*
The equation for the precipitation is (neglecting (w +[o])qc 6
(4.1.17)
In the clear region the equation for the relative humidity is
0 ~(j+ C.LJ) f ]) ~ *CD Ct t (4.1.18)
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Equations 4.1.16 - 4.1.18 are a set of consistent equations that give the
relative humidity, the precipitation, and the cloud fractional coverage.
The solution to these equations for a simple model is given in section 4.2.
The entrainment and detrainment terms are included in the equations
in sections 4.3. In this case the equation for the fractional coverage of
positive condensation is
and the equation for the fraction coverage of total cloudiness is
(4.1.20)
The equation for the precipitation is
-& V CV..( + ~- (4.1.21)
C- A. ~. 7 9C,~
And, in the clear region, the equation for the relative humidity is
j H H P - *t r C3 ~9 r - Q Co + (4.1.22)
C)~~ ;t990D ( Cq - ti I,
4.2 Principal Approximation to the Relative-Humidity Equation
4.2.1 Fractional Coverage
The approximate implicit equation for the cloud boundary is
0 = - (u)*+(O) g - QC +G oo(c-l ) (4.2.1)
Solving for the eddy vertical velocity
J' ~-=B 1 (4.2.2)
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where
(Copo (q - :)-or. . (4.2.3)
B is the term representing all mean quantities except the eddy velocity.
For regions in which q >1, Q and [w]=O, the balance is obtained for oi >0 -
regions of subsidence. In regions of mean descending motion [W]>O and
sensible and radiative heating, Q>0, o* needn't be as strongly positive
in order for the balance to be obtained.
This qualitative behavior can be elucidated further by a simple
model for the eddy vertical velocity - a finite amplitude wave with phase
speed s in the zonal direction.
W A~ )tj (4.2.4)
We transform to a scaled coordinate moving with the wave,
-- N (4.2.5)
Figure 4.2 shows the qualitative behavior of the vertical velocity
wave interacting with the mean field, B. A greater fractional coverage
occurs when the balance between the mean field and wave field is obtained
at a greater subsidence velocity. Increasing W for the same B will reduce
the fractional coverage while increasing B for the same W will increase
the fractional coverage. Hence, the relevant parameter for sensitivity
studies of the cloud field is the ratio. B/W. Substituting 4.2.4 into
4.2.2 we obtain at the cloud boundary
w(4.2.6)
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Cloudiness occurs where the right hand side of 4.2.6 is greater than the
left hand side.
That is, since
L9I -c (4.2.7)W
is the clear region, the cloudy region fractional coverage is
(4.2.8)
for
For B/W greater (less) than 1(-l) the fractional coverage is 1(0),
the solution to 4.2.8 is irrelevant, and we must set H=l (Cc,2=0) and
solve for C v,2(H).
Figure 4.3 shows the fractional cloud cover as a function of B and
W. For B>0 an increasing W will decrease C to 50%. For B<0 an increasing
W will increase C to 50%. For the same W, C increases with increasing B.
The climatic sensitivities can be discussed in terms of the factor
B. From 4.1.15 this can be expanded to
=-)(4.2.9)
-Q~V, X,
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As mentioned previously B and hence C increases with increasing radiative
and sensible cooling and rising motion. The temperature effect - which
is subtle - depends upon the ratios
go9 *(4.2.10a)
U+ S9V/)7~
and
9* (4.2.10b)
+ c) T
Figure 4.4a shows that qa decreases with increasing temperature with
the strongest relative decrease occurring for the smallest static stabili-
ties and coldest temperatures. This is dependent upon the boundary-layer
* *
temperature difference being great enough so that qvg > q '
* *
q increases with increasing temperature if qvgv,2. Figure 4.4b
shows that qb decreases with increasing temperatures,with the strongest
relative decrease occurring for the smallest static stabilities and lowest
* *
temperatures. Hence for qv,g v,2 and Q<O, B decreases with increasing
temperature.
Although evaporation increases with increasing temperature, it does
not lead to increased cloudiness because of the concomitant increase in the
atmospheric transport and dynamical heating effects. Evaporation can be
increased, however, by an increase in the surface wind speed v si,which
influences the intensity of the turbulent transport. In this case cloudiness
will increase.
Finally, from examination of equation 4.2.9 we find that an increase
in the static stability will decrease cloudiness if B+[o]>O. This is
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because the static stability determines the dynamical heating and
cooling effect of atmospheric motions and hence moistening and drying
ability of the atmosphere. Therefore clouds tend to become associated
with ascending regions only.
Summarizing, for increased static stability, increased eddy veloc-
ities, and increased temperatures the fractional coverage tends toward
50%. For increased radiative and sensible cooling, increased mean
* *
rising motion and (if qv > q v2) increased surface wind speed, the
fractional coverage tends toward 100%. For increased radiative and
* *
sensible heating, increased mean subsidence, and (if q* > q ) in-
vqg v,22
creased surface wind speed, the fractional coverage tends toward 0%.
It is the relative increase or decrease in these variables that de-
termines the response of the cloud coverage.
4.2.2 Relative Humidity
In the cloud-free region of the wave, the relative humidity is
C000 c, (4.2.11)
VWco.c(e)cg 1* -D A3 + Q C O
Substituting 4.2.3 into 4.2.11 and simplifying, obtain
H --- o r o(4.2.12)
W Wc
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Hence, in addition to B/W, the relative humidity is affected by the
parameter,
C - CA p(4.2.13)
which gives a measure of the ratio of the surface turbulent transport
to the atmospheric transport and dynamical heating. From 4.2.8 we obtain
a C(4.2.14)
w
if
S(4.2.15)
Hence
") _ _(4.2.16)
in the cloud free portion of the wave. For
tj (4.2.17a)
For
_a_ K I H -- . (4.2.17b)
W C--
We average H over the wave in order to relate the average relative humidity
to the fractional coverage.
( Lj C +- -J... 1 ... (4.2.18)
CO2, 7cd xG t
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The first term on the right hand side is that portion contributed by the
saturated portion of the wave, where H=1. The second part is the con-
tribution from the dry region. The limits of the integration are obtained
from 4.2.6 and 4.2.14.
Integrating, we obtain (a=q+cosfrC)
CH] = - + (4.2.19)
C (+ ;(a - 0-
For the asymptotic limit
"Y - (4.2.20a)
That is, as the ratio of the vertical velocity to the turbulent source
term becomes large, the relative humidity approaches zero in the cloud-
free region and identically 1 in the cloudy region. For
-:> 00(4.2.21a)
-4 1 (4.2.21b)
That is, as the turbulent source term becomes large relative to the
atmospheric W term, the relative humidity must approach 1 since the
descending atmospheric motions have little drying effect. For
(4.2.22a)
[ H ]9 i -(4.2.22h))
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That is, the relative humidity becomes very closely related to the frac-
tional cloud cover as the cloud cover almost covers the zone. For
C - ) (4.2.23a)
-A-+_ ; M(4.2.23b)
This is the 0-line intercept of figure 4.5a. Figure 4.5a shows that C
is an increasing function of [H] and n and is fairly linear for q very
large or n very small.
Except for the asymptotic limits the solution itself is rather
obtuse; we found it more convenient to deal with the inverse of the
relative humidity, -E (-- G
Li+' 6)C (4.2.24)
Integrating, obtain
- 7-. C (4.2.25)
The previous asymptotic relations
- 00 (4.2.26a)
and
C ->(4.2.26b)
are satisfied and the asymptotic limit
C. - (4.2.27a)
C. -f -. ... (4.2.27b)
is the 0-lineintercept of figure 4.5b. This also shows that C is an
increasing function of [H~1 I and has a functional relation much 1 Ike that
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shown in figure 4.5a. In fact, the relationship between the zonally
averaged inverse relative humidity is shown in figure 4.5c to have a
simple relationship as a function of C and n; hence one may use either
figure 4.5a or 4.5b to discuss the relationship between the relative
humidity and fractional cloud cover.
Figure 4.5 may be relevant to Smagorinsky's (1960) curves (figure
1.1), but we cannot discuss this adequately without doing the calculations
for a model with more vertical resolution.
4.2.3 Average Precipitation
In the cloudy region the equation for the precipitation is
96 CI PD~ cj) -Qq J9. e-Li3a(4.2.28 )
From 4.2.2 this may be written
- ( -\/\)iL(4.2.29)
9's
Using 4.2.8)
C . - C.-o.. xe \j (4.2.30)
Integrating 4.2.30 over the cloudy region, [r-fC < 0 < (27r-7r+frC)]
\Aj (4.2.31)
The average normalized precipitation in the cloud region is obtained by
dividing 4.2.31 by C. We obtain
&^,-cCZ7- q (4.2.32)
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The normalized zonally averaged and cloud averaged (i.e. averaged over the
cloudy longitudes) precipitation as a function of cloud cover are shown
in figure 4.6. Both increase with increasing fractional cloud cover.
The cloud water content, however, is dependent upon the character-
istic time scale for precipitation which may be non-linearly related to
the precipitation. For example, from figure 3, we may choose the approx-
imate relationship
3 (4.2.33)
If as an approximation the cloud properties are taken to be uniform over the
cloud, we obtain
7C 0,C96
which indicates that the cloud water content is a weak function of cloud
cover, C, and climate characteristics, Wq - at least for our model.
4.2.4 Cloud Formulae
We have obtained solutions for the average relative humidity and precipi-
tation in terms of the fractional cloud cover. We can use these relation-
ships to solve, in turn, for the fractional cloud cover. For example,
subtituting 4.2.26 into 4.2.31 and solving for C, we obtain
. C.. H 3]i.~[--9 i ~ . (4.2.35)
As Wq6 becomes very large the fractional cloud cover tends toward
50%. This is a traditional approximation - complete cloudiness in regions
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of ascending motion and completely clear skies in regions of subsidence.
As the relative humidity decreases, fractional cloud cover decreases to
zero - another traditional approximation. As the turbulent transports
increase in intensity without a compensating increase in relative humidity
and precipitation, the fractional cloud cover decreases. Finally, as P
increases without a decrease in relative humidity or increase in eva-
poration, the fractional coverage of the region increases. These latter
behaviorscan be discussed more easily if we eliminate the vertical velocity
from 4.2.25. From 4.2.19, we obtain
q O-D 9 (4.2.36)
From 4.2.31
VV 96P (4.2.37)
Eliminating Wq from 4.2.36 and 4.2.37, we obtain( 0(4.2.38)
Figure 4.7 shows the solution to 4.2.38 for C.
The cloud cover in our numerical model is fairly large.
Solving 4.2.38 near Cl, we obtain
E 3C- 
(4.2.39)
This may be compared to Sellers' (1976) cloud formula
(=.75 + .. (4.2.40)
c, +F
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which shows similar behavior; for increased E relative to P ,Cs decreases,
and for increased H,Cs increases.
It is important to remember that H, Pc and E are implicitly related
to the vertical velocity, which must be calculated explicitly or implicitly
in order to use these formulae.
4.3 Entrainment and Detrainment
4.3.1 Entrainment
Entrainment of dry air into a particular region will inhibit the formation
of cloudiness by preventing saturation from occurring. For the entrainment
term, 3H + v2- VH, we transform into a coordinate system moving with the
vertical-velocity phase speed s (i.e., the speed of the waves in the vertical
velocity field). Letting t, y, [k(x-st)] be the independent variable, we have
S cA't C) e+D? L AI V31
We examine the two-dimensional steady state solution where
.~A S~ VN (4.3.2)
We now have an explicit dependence on the scale of the wave. Entrainment
has the largest effect for small wavelengths; the effect is also dependent
upon the difference between the mean zonal wind and the phase speed of the
vertical velocity waves; essentially the effect is largest for waves with a
small period or large frequency.
The equation for the relative humidity in the dry region is
-L_*" C09 0 9x + (4.3.3)
+0 DIDO (q-9
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From 4.2.3)
LA.,__ - )H+op9 (4.3.4)
From 4.2.14 and 4.2.13,
c ~H (4.3.5)
where
e (4.3.6)
c is essentially a measure of the time it takes a region of air to reach
saturation or dry out by vertical motions to the time it takes for dry
or moist air to be entrained into the region. A similar parameter was
discussed by Shukla (1976). He suggested that when latent heat effects
are important, the dominant unstable waves would be those with a large
c.
ratio of -- where c is the imaginary part (growth rate) and cr is the
c ir
r
real part of the complex phase speed of the wave. For our case a large
c.
c corresponds to a small E.
r
At the cloud boundary, H=1 and
) .C - CO- (4.3.7)
and within the cloud, condensation operates such that
H=1) (4.3.8a)
(4.3.8b)
- 0)y
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and (neglecting cloud water transports)
9.- - - -,- (4.3.8c)
Wo0
Consider figure 4.2. For
-cC )_) ... (--C) (4.3.9a)
then
-C - o 9 > 0 (4.3.9b)
which from 4.3.8c means condensation can occur only within this region.
For
-.. 
(. (-C< (4.3.10a)
then
-- 7C. C (4.3.10b)
and hence
c_) < H - 1. (4.3.11)
c)O
That is, the relative humidity becomes less than one for increasing 0 in
this latter region. As the relative humidity is reduced to a small value,
however, then (from 4.3.5) M- can increase again due to the evaporation
term, (1-H)q, which becomes important for H+0 and is dominant near 11=0;
H reaches a smallest value, dependent on n, at which point it begins to
increase again because of the rising motion and eventually can reach a point
where it once again becomes saturated.
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The saturation region is the cloud region. In this region, the
relative humidity is equal to one because of the condensation. At the
edge of the cloud at e (-n + 7C), negligible relative humidity is
detrained and the value of unity for H is consistent with 4.3.5 since
- c n- C -- c0 - . 0 (4.3.12)
c) e
The western side of the cloudy region however has dry air entrained
into it since the relative humidity must be increasing at this point
(see figure 4.8). If 02 is the boundary of the cloudy region that occurs
when c=O, that is when the vertical velocity phase speed is equal to the
zonal velocity, the effect of an increasing c will be to shift the
western cloud boundary further to the east - from 02 to 02N since 02N
must be greater than 02 in order that -cosnC-cos0 be much greater than
zero, that is, in order that the vertical-velocity moistening effect
overcome the horizontal-advection drying effect.
We note that if e<O, the dry air would be entrained on the eastern
side of the system and negligible relative humidity would be detrained
on the western side. That is, if u<s the vertical velocity wave is
moving into a dryer region; as mentioned previously, if u>s or c>O, the
drier regions are moving into the vertical velocity wave. For convenience
we assume c>0 recognizing that different portions of the cloudy system
may have different sides on which entrainment of dry air is occurring.
We may write the exact solution to 4.3.5 with some arbitrary initial
condition, H1 (a1 ), as
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H(e) =H,(e,) e
r e l
+ coerc) C)(j -
6 +
Consider first the case
'I + c-- X C
(4.3.14
<o.
Since the second part of 4.3.13 is positive for increasing 0, we have
S+ (4.3.1.5)
liCe) > HC.)C e 
and
H W) --*
(4.3.16)
-A G oO
regardless of the initial condition. Once H(6) 1,
and 4.3.8 that it must remain equal to 1 until
we find from 4.3.7
(4.3.17)
at which point, 4.3.13 becomes the valid solution again. Using 4.3.13
with (ri+cosfrC)>O and H (a1)=1 we obtain from 4.3.15
H ( 2- tC o - i ( - c.)) > I (4.3.18)
and somewhere before this point (at 02N), Hmust be equal to unity. From
62N and onward, 4.3.13 is invalid and 4.3.8 is the valid solution until
6 =- ('.+i) -(4- C. 9-C) .)
(4.3.13)
-.- LK hr - -m c1-C ) '. M - 5 3 .- - - ,
(4.3.1. )
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At this 6, 4.3.13 is valid once more and the procedure outlined above is
continually repeated.
Summarizing, since equations 4.3.8 and 4.3.13 have periodic initial
conditions and periodic coefficients, every solution will be periodic with
an E) < d I 4 (90 (4-3.20a)
and
- 91 G- 9 - e.-, > (4.3.20b)
where
' 'L ~ 0 1 1 3 - - - (4.3. 20c)
and
- 'M = O h % 3 . ' (4.3.20d)
Consider now the case)
If + C--4 M C > 0, (4.3.21)
and let us neglect condensation for now. Then e+-; that isfor a region
relatively far away from the initial point, the first part of 4.3.13
becomes negligible and
(4.3.22)
This integral is evaluated by using the series expansion in Bessel functions
(cf. 9.1.42 and 9.1.43 of Abramowitz & Stegun)
b H = - (coa n-c + C-ee e) t( -.H)3
-- : Z X -'fX- M ( I - C )
(9., = ;). X + .v
+ CY7 4- CA
e,
(- A,"
6
00
The integral becomes
Ae. a.6
e (z +. +L C--)
)L~e(- fAIL 1^ [Cz A.+ 1)01 - 2 1
where
CL=e2 t C-0-6 tmG
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(4.3.23)
o-
(4. 3. 24a)
(4. 3. 24b)
SC
00 
. C L40e
x C,0-6 {cz Ak 4,)e9) /(c 
- L"(2- 17-]
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Hence
-y -~ (4.3.25)
+29~ ~ 00
___19
Note that as EC
H (a) -+
_ _ CZ
Because the large entrainment rate is limiting the variation with respect
to 0, H approaches a constant value less than 1 if the equilibrium cloud
cover without entrainment is less than .
In fact, since the solution to 4.3.25 has an asymptotic periodic
solution of period 1, or smaller, we may take an average over a 2Tr interval
6 (4.3.27)
+cr,
Note that
C H)] ) 21-co~1tC~
[H(0)] approaches, from above, a constant value greater than I for C>2 . Our
(4.3.26)
(4.3.28)
M~e') o n,
00 + L
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solution is no longer valid for this case since we haven't included
condensation.
In this case we must use the condition of 4.3.20 to solve the equa-
tion. That is, if any saturation at all is allowed then 4.3.20 is the
valid procedure.
The final case to be considered is
7 + CA-4 M C = O . (4.3.29)
From 4.3.23 and 4.3.24 we know that H(6)+l linearly and from then on
4.3.18 shows that some saturation must occur within a 2fr interval and hence
4.3.20 is the valid procedure.
While equation 4.3.5 would be solved analytically, we found it much
more convenient to integrate forward in 6 numerically (fourth order Runge-
Kutta) from H (0 )=1 until H=1 again - which is at an angle 62N somewhat
greater than 02 because of the entrainment of dry air. At this point H
will remain 1, because of condensation, until 6>61 (plus some multiple of 27)
unless, as noted previously, entrainment prevents cloudiness from occurring
at all. This can happen because the entrainment is tending to limit the
variation of H with 6 by entraining drier air from the dry portions of
the wave to the moist portions and entraining moist air from the moist
portions to the dry portions. (This will prevent total cloudiness only
if C<.5 and E-*-; for C>.5 some cloudiness must occur since [H(0)]>1.)
If the new state has no saturation then we have no periodic solution for
the 0+2fr interval; since we are interested only in the asymptotic periodic
solution we continue the integration of 4.3.5 until the solution over a
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27 length of 2fr converges, regardless of the initial condition. We know that
it must asymptotically approach a periodic state,
because if no saturation occurs then C<.5 (hence n + cosrC<O) and 4.3.25
is the valid solution.
Figure 4.9a shows that if the atmosphere barely becomes saturated for a
stationary wave then the presence of entrainment prevents saturation.
The largest entrainment rates allow the least area of saturation and
slow the smallest variation in H with respect to 0. The maximum is shifted
to the right as 6-*. Iterations (we iterate until |H'(6 + 27) - H <10-5)
were required for some of the e since the initial condition on the initial
point was not a valid asymptotic solution. In figure 4.9a H--.503 as c-+.
In figure 4.9b, H+.764 as e-m. In this latter figure the mean state is
coming closer to saturation. Note that an increase in entrainment can
increase the relative humidity and decrease the fractional cloud cover.
Figure 4.9c shows the effect of decreasing n on the solution. In this
case H+.288 as e-. Tj is ameasure of the mean field source intensity
versus the intensity of the atmospheric up and down motions - and concom-
itant transport and dynamical heating. Because of increased entrainment
of dry air into the cloudy region, decreasing q decreases the fractional
coverage. This is illustrated in figure 4.9d which shows the effect of
decreasing n for e equal to 1.
From numerical solutions to these equations we can graph the change
in cloud cover when entrainment is present. Figures 4.9e and f show that
cloud cover is decreased with increasing entrainment and decreasing n.
Hence, if either the vertical velocities are increased relative to the
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surface evaporation, and if the relative entrainment k(u-g)/Wq remains
constant, the fractional cloud cover is decreased; or if the vertical
velocities are decreased relative to the horizontal velocities, but n
remains constant, then the cloud cover is also decreased.
Figure 4.9g shows the equilibrium cloud cover as a function of the
zonally averaged relative humidity is decreased with increasing n.
Figure 4.9h shows that the equilibrium cloud cover - as a function of
the zonally averaged relative humidity is decreased with increasing en-
trainment. Figure 4.9i shows that if we write
e C- (4.3.30a)
where
(4.3.30b)
then for an increase in the atmospheric horizontal advection relative to
the surface turbulent transports, the cloud cover is decreased and the
relative humidity is increased.
In summary, we have found the solution applicable when entrainment
is present. For large entrainment rates the relative humidity approaches
a constant less than 1 if the mean state is unsaturated. This means that
if the fractional coverage is less than .5 without entrainment, large
entrainment would reduce it to zero. A wave stationary with respect to
the zonal flow will have the largest cloud cover and smallest relative
humidity. The effect of entrainment is to reduce the efficiency of the
vertical motions in moistening and drying the atmosphere (suggested by
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Shukla [1976]). If the mean state produces a completely saturated state -
even in the presence of subsidence - entrainment will have no effect on
the relative humidity. However, there will be a rearrangement of cloud
water.
4.3.2 Detrainment
The detrainment in the coordinate system traveling with the vertical
velocity wave is
A
and the equation for the precipitation is
,S C:-(\Coe*+.+ q (4.3.32)
Q- " ± C aop (cgr-%
Using the following parameters
Sc.c 96 9C. (4.3.33)
cqc09c 9
C'C-
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and using equation 4.3.8, 4.3.32 can be rewritten as
' = " - c- 9q - (4.3.34)
At the cloud boundaries q cc =0 and the implicit equation for the total
fractional cloud cover is
) qf cc- -' _L C (9(4.3.35)
This equation can be solved only in conjunction with 4.3.5. At 62N for
E>0, 36cc = 0 since q = 0 to the immediate left. At 61, however,
cc # 0 since qcc must be greater than zero in the cloudy region and
hence 01N >1 because of the extension of the cloud boundary by zonal
advections of cloud water.
We solved 4.3.34 by solving 4.3.5 in the cloudy region assuming H=1
at 01 and integrating forward until saturation is reached at which point
H was set equal to 1 and ' was set equal to zero; we then integrated
4.3.34 until q cc<0 at which point the relative humidity was again integrated.
This procedure was continued until the solutions converged (we iterate
until either |H'(0 + 27T) - H(e)I<10-5 or |q' (0 + 27r) - q (0)1<10~7.
ccc
For typical values of the paramaters:
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x 1(4.3.36)
3
we found results typical of those shown in figure 4.10a.
For small fractional coverages, the entrainment effects dominated;
for large fractional coverage, detrainment became almost as important as
entrainment although both effects were very small. The change in cloud
cover resulting from the addition of detrainment is shown in figure 4.10b
and c to not be much different from figures 4.9e and f - which give the
effects when only entrainment is occurring.
This is because the cloud water contents were so much smaller than
the relative dryness of the air that they had little moistening effect.
Also, since cc was so much smaller than cosO, the transport of moisture
away from the condensing region was negligible compared to the production
and precipitation. This could be altered if 6 was chosen to be much
smaller; however, 6 was chosen to represent the typical conditions of our
model.
4.3.3 Summary
Entrainment had much larger effects than detrainment for small
fractional coverages while for large fractional coverages entrainment and
detrainment tended to be comparable but small. The entrainment effects
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can be sufficiently large to prevent saturation occurring at all for
conditions where no entrainment would give some cloudiness. The en-
trainment effects are largest for: (1) large c, k(us) because of
Wq~
the resultant decrease in the amplitude of the relative-humidity wave;
and (2) for small n because of a decrease of relative humidity in the
dry region and concomitant increase in dry air entrainment.
One aspect not investigated was the variation - because of in-
stabilities - with time of the various amplitudes. Another aspect
not investigated was the meridional advection of cloud water. For
example, if a certain latitude band had more cloudiness than another
band, then the meridional advection of cloud water into the deficient
region would increase the cloudiness there. This may even act con-
trary to the total transport of cloud water if the transports are
particularly strong within the cloud. This could be compensated for
by the meridional advection of relative humidity and subsequent en-
trainment. Without having an appropriate analytic dynamical model
of the system we cannot discuss these aspects further.
What we can do is examine some of the climatic variables de-
scribing the distribution in a numerical model that has atmospheric-
like behavior to see if the appropriate sensitivities and inter-
relationships described by the simple models are correct and what
corrections should be made to deal with the approximations in this
chapter. More importantly, we have, perhaps, a better understanding
of sensitivity results from more complex models. And, most impor-
tantly, we will have more confidence in numerical results if they
are consistent with these simpler results.
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Table 4.la. Magnitudes of parameters in the relative-humidity
for the hot climate.
units
sec~ 1
degsec-1
g cm-1 sec- 1
g cm-1 sec-1
deg~1
g 1cmsec
mean
5.3x10-7
4.1x10-6
9.2x10-2
3.2x10-3
6.8x10-2
3.0x10-6
equation
eddy
2.5x10~7
1.5x10-6
5.1x10~1
1.0x10-1
9.8xl0~4
2.1x10~ 7
0.3
1.9x101
2.9x10~8
1.8
g 1cmsec
2.7x10 2
2.4x10-6
t The vertical-velocity mean and radiative and sensible-heating mean
are standard deviations of the zonal means about the areal means - which
are approximately zero.
CDDD
Q t
t
W
(W 2-w/2)
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Table 4.lb. Magnitudes of coefficients in the relative-humidity
equations (hot climate).
[CDDD] ([q ]-)
[Q][q ]
w*[q]
[w][q6]
(w-w/2) [q ]
1 *
Ap
2 Entrainment
3 Detrainment
4x10-7
3x10~7
2x10-6
3x10~7
2x10~7
lx10~8
2x10-6
2x10-8
1 q c .1-g/g
2 Entrainment ' (u-) H) 03xl
x (H)xxlO 0
3 Detrainment -§ (qcq 102X10 3
x (q5xl)'3
sec~
sec~
sec~
sec~
sec-
sec~
sec
1
sec
1
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Figure 4.1. An idealized condensation
field and cloud water field at a particu-
lar time, to, in the model domain.
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Figure 4.2. Interaction of the eddy vertical velocity with
the mean field terms. Regions of clear sky occur where w'>B.
Cloudy regions occur when w'<B.
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Figure 4.3. Fractional cloud cover, C, versus
the factor B - which includes the evaporation,
sensible and radiative heating and mean field
transports, for various vertical velocities, W.
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Figure 4.4a. The decrease in qa with temperature
is plotted for various boundary-layer temperature
differences, AT, and static stabilities, S.
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Figure 4.4b. The decrease in qb with temperature
is plotted for various boundary-layer temperature
difference, AT, and static stabilities, S.
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Figure 4.5a. Fractional cloud cover C, versus the
zonal relative humidity for various ratios of a
measure of the surface turbulent transport, to a
measure of the free atmosphere water vapor transport
and dynamical heating n.
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Figure 4.5b. Fractional cloud cover, C, versus
the inverse of the zonal average of the inverse
relative humidity for various q.
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Figure 4.5c. The relationship between the inverse
of the zonally averaged inverse relative humidity
and the zonally averaged relative humidity is
different for the various q.
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Figure 4.6. Ratio of the average precipitation versus
fractional cloud coverC.
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Figure 4.7. Relation between the precipitation,
relative humidity and surface turbulent transports
as a function of cloud cover, C.
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Figure 4.8. Relative humidity when entrainment is present. The dashed line is the
solution of the relative humidity for no entrainment effects.
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Figure 4.9a. For C=.05 and n=1.0, H - as a function of 0 - is shown for various c. The dashed
line is the scaled sigma velocity.
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Figure 4.9b. For C=.4 and fl=1, H -as a function of 0 is shown for various c. The dashed
line is the scaled sigma velocity.
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Figure 4.9c. For C=.4 and rn=.125, H -as a function of 0 is shown for various e. The dashed
line is the scaled sigma velocity.
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Figure 4.9d. For C=.4 and c=.3, H - as a function of 0 - is shown for various n. The dashed
line is the scaled sigma velocity.
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Figure 4.9e. The cloud cover C - resulting
from entrainment - is plotted as a function of
the cloud cover which would result if no entrain-
ment were present - for various entrainment rates,
E. =l.
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Figure 4.9f. The cloud cover resulting from
entrainment is plotted as a function of the
cloud cover - which would result if no entrain-
ment were present - for various q. E=1.
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Figure 4.9g. Equilibrium fractional cloud
cover - as a function of zonally averaged
relative humidity - for n=l and various e.
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Figure 4.9h. Equilibrium fractional cloud cover -
as a function of zonally averaged relative
humidity - for E=l and various n.
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Figure 4.9i. Fractional cloud cover, C, as a
function of the relative humidity for various
n and e.
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Figure 4.10a. For 6=3x10 , X=2 /3 , $=.1, ri=1, qcc - as a function of 0 - is shown for various C and c.
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Figure 4.10b. The cloud cover, Cc - resulting
from entrainment and detrainment - is plotted
as a function of the cloud cover which would
result if e=O for various c. 6=3xlO4, X=2/3 ,
p=.l, and n=l.
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Figure 4.10c. The cloud cover, C - resulting
from entrainment and detrainment - is plotted
as a function of the cloud cover which would
result if E=0 for various n. c=l.
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5. Description of Experiments
5.1 Time Series
Starting at the same initial point (the initial point was taken
as soon as the model was assumed error free), the average equilibrium
temperature (TE) was specified for one experiment to be 15* warmer
than the TE of the normal climate ([[T ]]=280) experiment and was
specified to be 15* colder in a third experiment. These experiments
are hereafter denoted the hot (H), normal (N), and cold (C) climates
respectively. Another set of experiments specified the equilibrium
absolute meridional temperature gradient (AMTGE) to either be larger
by 3x10~8 deg cm~ 1 or smaller by 3x10~8 deg cm~ 1 than the N climate
which had an ANTGE at the surface of 6x10~8 deg cm-1 . These latter
experiments are hereafter denoted the 9 and 3 climates, respectively.
The variations in the imposed experimental forcings were rather large
in order that we would not have to integrate for long periods in order
to obtain statistically significant results. By forcing these large
differences, however, we had to integrate for long enough periods to
ensure that the time averages are statistically independent of the
initial state. (See the discussion by Chervin and Schneider, 1976.)
The free atmosphere average equilibrium static stability of 2.85x10-5
deg cm~1 varied linearly from 2.35x10-5 deg cm- 1 at the southern boundary
to 3.35x10-5 deg cm~ 1 at the northern boundary and the boundary layer
average equilibrium static stability of 3.85x10-5 deg cm~1 (AT%14.5 deg)
varied linearly from 3.35x10-5 deg cm~1 (AT%16.6) at the southern boundary
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to 4.35x10-5 deg cm-1 (ATl2.4 deg). See Chapter 2 for a description of
the imposed temperature gradients.
The average surface pressure was initially specified to be 1015.0mb;
a certain amount of mass was lost over time due to truncation and smoothing;
since the loss was small no correction was made. Other general circula-
tion modelling groups usually add a small amount every day.
The basic model parameters are tabulated in table 5.1. Various
other experiments to test some of the effects of these model parameteri-
zations and scales are discussed in section 6.3 - after the basic experi-
ments1 temperature sensitivity is discussed.
Time series of TPE and TKE for the various experiments are shown in
figures 5.2 and 5.3. By plotting the time series of variables such as
these we are able to determine qualitatively when a particular experiment
has reached statistical equilibrium. We then can proceed to time average
over the remainder of the series. The averaging periods are indicated on
the figures. The type of climate is denoted on the right hand side of
the series.
From the initial starting point, the TPE of the hot and cold climates
reached statistical equilibrium after about 100 days - see figure 5.2a.
Since the hot climate's TPE increased relatively more than the cold
climate's, the relative time for TPE to reach statistical equilibrium is
actually much less for warm climates. This has been discussed by
Wetherald and Manabe (1975) for their general circulation model.
The climate for a small AMTGE started at a much higher relative value
than the climate with a large AMTGE and hence took a longer time to reach
statistical equilibrium - although the time was still on the order of a
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hundred days (figure 5.3a). Less drastic changes require less time to
reach statistical equilibrium - as may be seen from examination of other
time series. For example, the kinetic energy for the cold climate was
relatively unchanged from that of the normal climate and hence statistical
equilibrium was reached almost immediately. Examination of a particular
time series is required if great confidence is needed that a particular
model average of a time series is taken when the time series is stationary.
Once statistical equilibrium has been reached, the time variations
or standard deviations of various time series depend upon the particular
model variable and the particular climate. Time variations in TPE increase
with an increasing TE (figure 5.2a) and an increasing AMTGE (figure 5.3a).
Time variations in TKE increase with an increasing AMTGE (figure 5.3b)
and increase greatly for the hot climate (figure 5.2b) but no distinct
difference between the normal and cold climates was obtained. The varia-
tions of TPE and TKE tend to correspond to their respective magnitudes.
5.2 Synoptic Examples
Since climatic results are time averages of many weather events, we
present some typical weather from the hot and cold climates in the small
domain (0 5 x 9x103 km, 0 S y s 6x103 km). We discuss briefly the non-
divergent component of the horizontal wind field, the sigma velocities,
the cloud water, and the relative humidity.
The nondivergent component of the horizontal wind field is presented
in terms of the horizontal stream function, T; we define
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(5.2.1)
and
From model results we obtain uk, yk, and pk; T is obtained from
2.L (& _X~7 sA-X. (5.2.2)
by relaxation.
Figure 5.4a shows the horizontal mass stream function at the upper
level for the hot climate at day 447.5; numbered contours are placed every
5.Ox1O13 g/sec with small numberscorresponding to cyclonic circulation and
large numbers to anticyclonic circulations. There is a predominantly cyclonic
circulation in the northern part and a predominantly anticyclonic circu-
lation in the southern part. The strongest winds are zonal and occur in the
center of the domain (the zonal jet). Figure 5.4b shows the horizontal
mass stream function at the lower level. Although the patterns are quali-
tatively similar, the winds are much weaker.
Figure 5.4c shows the vertical velocity field for the hot climate
-1 -3
Upward velocities less than -2gcm sec are exceeded in several
-1 -3
parts of the domain whereas downward velocities greater than 2gcm sec
are never exceeded. This indicates that the non-linear process of con-
densation is distorting the vertical velocities into small areas of
intense upward motion, large areas of weak upward motion, and large
areas of weak downward motion.
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The cloud-water field is shown in figure 5.4d. The blank regions
-3 -l
represent clear skies (0 < {q } < 5x10 gcm ) while the larger numbersC
indicate that large amounts of cloud water are present. By comparing
figure 5.4d with figure 5.4c we find that the largest cloud amounts
-1 -3
are associated with upward velocities stronger than -2.0 gcm sec .
Clear regions are associated with downward velocities.
The relative-humidity field is shown in figure 5.4e. The smallest
relative humidities are associated with the largest downward velocities,
and the relative humidities greater than 95% (denoted by plus signs)
are mainly associated with upward velocities.
Figures 5.4f, 5.4g, 5.4h, 5.4i, and 5.4j show the same variables
3.75 days later. The systems have all been translated eastward with
considerable distortion. Essentially, the storm on the western and
central part of the domain has been translated to the central and east-
ern part of the domain.
The variables for the hot climate are to be compared with figure 5.5
which shows the variables for the cold climate. For the cold climate
the winds are much weaker, vertical velocities are much smaller, clouds
have much less water content in the vertical but are spread over larger
horizontal areas, and the relative humidities are much larger in the
fewer clear regions. Since we are comparing different synoptic situations,
it is perhaps not fair to make conclusions about climatic differences.
Nevertheless, as shown in Chapter 6, these conclusions are supported by
the time averages.
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5.3 Statistics of Time Averages
When comparing the time averages from different model runs, it is
necessary to know whether the results are statistically significant or
whether we were lucky in obtaining the desired result. Various statis-
tical tests require a knowledge of the standard deviation of the fluc-
tuations; the differences in the averages must be much greater than the
standard deviations for us to have great confidence that they really are
different. If the data from a particular series were statistically inde-
pendent, then the standard deviation, a, of a particular model average is
a z(5.3.1)
the standard deviation, a, of the series divided by the square root of
the number of observations. Larger sample averages for a stationary
series will have smaller standard deviations. Unfortunately, much larger
samples are needed for meteorological time-series data since most meteoro-
logical variables are serially correlated; the effective N for meteorolog-
ical time samples is the effective number of independent events within
the sample.
Leith (1973) suggested a method for determining the number of inde-
pendent events. For a stationary time series, 4(t), with a mean, p, and
random fluctuations, $(t);
(5.3.2)9 =) AsC t ( A).
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the ratio of the variance of the time average, j2, to the variance, a2,
of the series is
= 2..(5.3.3)
where A
(t (5.3.4)
00
is the ensemble lag-time correlation.
The lag-time correlations can be estimated from the series and then
substituted into 5.3.3 to obtain an estimate of a2 - as was done by Shukla
(1975), or, following Leith, a simple model for R(T) can be used to inte-
grate 5.3.3 analytically.
For this reason, various lag-time correlations were plotted. Figure
5.6 shows the lag correlations for meridional and areal averages for T,
T 2 and U Leith suggested that a first-order autoregressive process
was an appropriate approximation for meteorological series. The lag-time
correlation is given by
R-: -- 5 
(5.3.5)
Substituting 5.3.5 into 5.3.3 Leith obtained
a; (5.3.6)
VT vT
and
0-T T
0r_ a. .VT -
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where T is Leith's estimate of the characteristic time between indepen-
dent events. The effective number of independent events is
T/ , (5.3.7)
For simplicity T0 is estimated by
(5.3.8)
o0  - -
where
T-1c
and
(5.3.10)
The standard deviation of the time averages is
(5.3.11)
T
Areal averages tend to have a larger T0 than zonal averages, which tend
to have a larger T than meridional averages; temperatures, horizontal
velocities and evaporation tend to have a larger T0 than vertical veloci-
ties, condensation, precipitation, and cloud fractional coverage; T0
varies from less than a day to greater than 150 days depending on the
variable and type of average; and T0 tends to decrease with an increasing
AMTGE'
Summarizing, our statistical procedure is as follows: the effective
T for a particular time series is estimated from the auto-correlation
at one lag; the standard deviation of the average is estimated; if the
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model average for a particular variable is much different for different
climates, the resulting difference is designated statistically signifi-
cant - the statistical significance is in the eyes of the beholder. One
pleasing result was that various bumps and irregularities in the vari-
ables - plotted with respect to y - were within the standard deviations.
For most model variables the statistical procedure tends to over-estimate
the integrand (1- T)R(T) and, consequently, under-estimate the statisticalT
significance of the results.
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Table 5.1. Basic sensitivity tests' parameterizations and model scales
1. [[T ]] = 280
3s
2. [[E = 2.85x10-5 deg cm-1
3 T
3. [[y] =1 6x10~8 deg cm-'
4. T = 1.6xlO6sec
5. H = 1.0
6. P = P
7. X = 9xlO8cm
8. Y = 6xlO8 cm
9. IM = 18
10. JM = 12
11. A = 5xlO7cm
12. At = 900 sec
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Figure 5.la. Equilibrium temperature (TE) at the upper (1) and lower
levels (2) as a function of y are shown for the hot (H), normal (N),
and cold (C) climates.
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Figure 5.lb. Equilibrium temperatures as a function of y are shown
for the climates with a large AMTG (9), normal AMTG (6), and a small
AMTG (3).
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Figure 5.2a. Model TPE as a function of time for the hot, normal, and cold climates. Curves plotted
from points 12.5 days apart. Dashed lines indicate the averaging period and the numbers refer to the
experiment numbers. See Table 5.1.
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Model TKE as a function of time for the hot, normal, and cold climates.
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Figure 5.3a. Model TPE as a function of time for the climates with a large, normal, and small AMTG.
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Figure 5.3b. Model TKE as a function of time for the climates with a large, normal, and small AMTG.
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Figure 5.4a. TP at day 447.5 for the hot climate (tape I.D. - 0335,1473/272267,272627/);
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Figure 5
.4b. YP2 at day 447.5 for the hot climate.
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Figure 5.4f. TP at day 451.25 for the hot climate.
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Figure 5.4g. Y2 at day 451.25 for the hot climate.
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Figure 5.5a. TP at day 447.5 for the cold climate (tape I.D. - 0845,6044/272267-272627/)
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Figure 5.5b. V2 at day 447.5 for the cold climate.
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Figure 5. 5 e. H at day 447.5 for the cold climate.
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Figure 5.6a. Lag-time correlation for the upper
level areally-averaged and meridionally-averaged
temperatures for the normal climate. Solid lines
are model values and dashed lines are estimated
from R(T)=eT.
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Figure 5.6b. Lag-time correlations for the
areally-averaged and meridionally averaged
lower-level temperatures for the normal
climate. Solid lines are model values and
dashed lines are estimed from R(T)=e y
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6. Sensitivities of the Numerical Model
6.1 Sensitivities of the Zonal Temperatures and Zonal Winds
6.1.1 Evaporation
One important aspect of the thermodynamic properties of the water
substance - which is described by the Clausius-Clapeyron equation - is
that the difference in the saturation mixing ratio, between the surface
and lower model level, increases non-linearly with increasing temperature.
Since this is the dominant effect among many factors, evaporation
increases non-linearly with increasing TE (figure 6.la) and with increasing
AMTGE (figure 6.lb). The increase in surface wind speed with increasing
TE and increasing AMTGE (figure 6.3) and the decrease in relative humidity
with increasing TE and increasing AMTGE (figure 6.18) also contribute.
And, evaporation is increased even more with increasing AMTGE (figure
6.1b) because of an increase in the boundary layer temperature difference,
AT (figure 6.4b) in the hot southern region where the bulk of the evapora-
tion occurs. The northward decrease in AT (figure 6.4) and in T , for
all experiments, combine to give a fairly monotonic northward decrease
in evaporation even though s| (figure 6.3) is greatest in the central
portions of the domain.
Since the surface temperature is fixed, horizontal heat transports
in the lower layer can destabilize the boundary layer in the southern
regions and stabilize the northern regions. The strongest destabilization
and stabilization occurs for the climate with the large AMTGE'
Negative evaporation (dew deposition) occurs in the northern regions
of our model in conjunction with the boundary layer inversion since the
transport of water vapor (figure 6.8) and cloud evaporation (figure 6.7)
are larger than the positive condensation (figure 6.6). Although dew
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deposition increases with increasing TE (figure 6.2a) and with increasing
AMTGE (figure 6.2b) the areally averaged dew deposition is at least an
order of magnitude less than the positive evaporation and hence the
areally averaged evaporation increases with an increasing TE and AMTGE'
6v.2 Average Temperature
Were it not for the eventual release of the latent heat of evapora-
tion into the free atomosphere, the average model temperature would be
almost equal to the average pre-specified radiative and sensible heating
equilibrium temperatures (since the dissipation is a relatively small
term). The average model temperatures are greater than the average
equilibrium temperatures by .4 deg (4xlO5deg g cm-1 sec- 2) per
10~7 g cm-2 sec-1 (3.16 g cm-2 yr-1 ) of evaporated water vapor since the
Newtonian cooling relaxation time constant is 1.6x106 sec ("18.5 days).
Hence the difference between the preset equilibrium temperature increases
with increasing TE (figure 6.4a) and with increasing AMTGE (figure 6.4b).
The meridional temperature gradient is also determined indirectly
by the amount of latent heat of evaporation since latent heat of conden-
sation released in southern regions will maintain the temperature differ-
ential between the northern and southern regions which the heat transports
decrease.
6.1.3 Condensation
Condensation increases with increasing TE (figure 6.6a) and with
increasing AMTGE (figure 6.6b) since it must balance evaporation over
long time periods. And although the latent heat of condensation is
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spread throughout the domain more evenly than the latent heat of evapora-
tion because of latent heat transports, condensation can help to maintain
the AMTG - that dry energy transports destroy - by releasing more latent
heat in southern regions than in northern regions. For the normal climate
and the 3 climate (figure 6.6b) however, condensation is greatest near
the central portions of the domain and for these climates the AMTG is
decreased in the southern regions and increased in the northern regions.
All other climates' condensation is greatest in the southern regions;
hence their AMTG is increased in the south, central and northern regions.
Cloud evaporation, which increases with increasing TE (figure 6.7a)
and with increasing AMTGE (figure 6.7b) is greatest toward the center of
the domain for all climates and acts to increase the AMTG in the southern
regions and decrease it in the northern regions. Since cloud evaporation
is much smaller than the positive condensation, however, the total latent
heat of condensation effects are determined mainly by the positive conden-
sation.
6.1.4 Absolute Meridional Temperature Gradient
Latent-heat transports increase with increasing TE (figure 6.8a)
and increasing AMTGE (figure 6.8b) and act to decrease the effect on the
AMTG that latent heat would have if evaporation were balanced locally by
condensation. Total transport of energy increases with increasing TE
(figure 6.9a) and increasing AMTGE (figure 6.9b) and also acts to decrease
the AMTG . As was shown previously by Wetherald and Manabe (1976) and
which is also obtained for these model results, the dry energy transports
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actually decrease with an increasing TE - but for our model the total
transport increases because of an increasing latent heat transport.
Both the latent-heat transports and dry energy transports increase
with an increasing AMTGE. It is the balance between the latent heat of
evaporation and total flux divergence that determines the magnitude of
the difference between the preset radiative and sensible equilibrium
temperature gradients. That is, neglecting the small frictional dissi-
pation term, the gradient of the total energy equation is
E~~~ ~ ~ I c .o-vTOT - L
~T [ TE IF T -c)j ) (6.1.1)
where
VTOT [ V( CT + c + A (6.1.2)
For the derivation of the total energy balance, see Lorenz (1967) and
Newell et al. (1974).
As may be deduced from figure 6.5 or calculated from figures 6.1 and
6.9 the evaporation gradient exceeds the gradient in the total flux
divergence for only the hot climate - all other climates' differential
flux divergence exceeds the meridional gradient in the evaporation and
hence their AMTG is less than the AMTGE'
6.1.5 Zonal Winds
Since departures from geostrophy are small, figure 6.10 shows that
the zonal winds are large for the hot climate and increase in magnitude
and shear with increasing AMTGE (figure 6.10b). The cold climate's zonal
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winds and shear are larger than the normal climate's in the southern
region of the domain. While the difference in zonal winds between the
normal and cold climates is not too significant, it is at least consistent
with figure 6.6 - which shows that relative to the central and northern
part of the domain, more condensation is released in the southern region
for the cold climate than for the normal climate.
The surface zonal wind, which is obtained by extrapolation of the
upper level wind to the surface, loses momentum by surface friction, and
gains momentum by upper level convergence of momentum. That is,
c~ U VLJ- - -C .(6.1.3)
c) vL.- iC 7
The surface westerlies shown in figures 6.3a and 6.3b for the various
climates are balanced by the convergence of westerly momentum (figure
6.11) from the antisymmetric domain. A notable feature of the momentum
transport is that momentum is transported into the zonal jet. The trans-
port is greater from the northern regions than from the southern regions
of the domain.
The surface zonal winds and the surface wind speed (which includes
also the contribution from the eddy motion) increase with increasing TE
(figure 6.3a) and with increasing AMTGE (figure 6.3b). The temperature
sensitivities of the surface winds follow the sensitivities of the free
atmosphere zonal winds.
Along with the surface westerlies, we find that a Ferrel circu-
lation - with sinking motion in the southern part of the domain and
rising motion in the northern part of the domain - is also present. The
intensity of the Ferrel circulation increases with an increasing AMTGE
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(figure 6.lld) and is large for the hot climate compared to the normal
and small climates (figure 6.llc). Qualitatively, we note that the mean
meridional momentum is balanced by the meridional advection of zonal
momentum in the upper layer and by surface friction from the lower level.
The lower-level meridional advection of zonal momentum, the vertical
advection of zonal momentum, and the upper level friction tend to be
smaller contributors to the balance.
6.1.6 Summary
Kraus (1973) proposed that because of increased evaporation the free
atmosphere AMTG would increase with increasing TE and hence geostrophically
increase the zonal winds and shear even if the surface temperature gradient
were slightly decreased. Since it is the condensation rather than the
surface evaporation that directly heats the atmosphere, both the evapora-
tion and water-vapor transports must be considered. For example, in the
cold climate, condensation was largest near the southern region whereas
in the normal climate condensation was largest near the center of the
domain. Consistently, the zonal winds were stronger in the southern
region for the cold climate than for the normal climate whereas the zonal
winds were slightly stronger in the northern region for the normal
climate than for the cold climate. (These differences are not very
statistically significant.) As the TE was increased further, however,
condensation increased in the southern regions and the zonal winds and
wind shear increased substantially for the hot climate.
While the effect of surface temperature may be a monotonic function
for a domain that also contains the Hadley regime - as in the real
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atmosphere - the transports of moisture must be considered in addition
to evaporation. Also, excepting the hot climate, evaporation would be
unable to maintain the imposed equilibrium temperature gradient which is
maintained in the real atmosphere by solar radiation - the ultimate
driving force of the general circulation.
6.2 Sensitivities of the Cloud and Relative-Humidity Fields
6.2.1 Cloud Water
Cloud water produced in the positive-condensation regions increases
with increasing TE (figure 6.12a) and with increasing AMTGE (figure 6.12b)
in order that precipitation balance the increasing condensation which
balances the increasing surface evaporation. Because of subsequent
precipitation, transport, and evaporation of condensed cloud water, cloud
water averaged over the cloudy regions corresponds less with the positive
condensation than does cloud water averaged over positive-condensation
regions. Cloud water averaged over the cloudy regions has the same
climatic sensitivities - increasing with increasing TE (figure 6.13a)
and increasing AMTGE (figure 6.13b) - but, the climatic states are less
distinct. Since the average cloud properties for this model show
relatively little variation with latitude and climate, the radiative
properties of individual clouds may be relatively unchanged for different
climates; this is unknown, however, until an investigation of the radia-
tive properties is made.
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6.2.2 Precipitation and Cloud Water Transports
Because of the non-linear precipitation time constant, %104 sec
for 5xl0-2g cm-2 of cloud water, the large cloud water amounts condensed
in positive condensation regions are mainly precipitated locally.
Consistent with the evaporation and condensation, precipitation increases
with increasing TE (figure 14a) and with increasing AMTGE (figure 6.14b).
Zonal differences between the precipitation and positive condensation are
minor and due to cloud evaporation and cloud transports.
Because of the increase of cloud water in cloudy regions, the
transport of cloud water is northward and increases with an increasing
TE (figure 6.15a) and with an increasing AMTGE (figure 6.15b). Hence
precipitation tends to be slightly greater in the northern regions than
total condensation. It is interesting to note that the northern regions
receive net water from both precipitation and dew deposition.
6.2.3 Fractiongl Coverages and Relative Humidity
In addition to the magnitude of the cloud-water content, the frac-
tional part of space and time which is occupied by clouds has a strong
influence on the radiation field. And, contrary to the increase in cloud
water content which must occur in order that precipitation balance
condensation which balances surface evaporation which increases with an
increasing TE and AMTGE, the fractional coverage of the region of positive
condensation decreases everywhere with an increasing TE (figure 6.16a)
and with an increasing AMTGE (figure 6.16b). We note that the zonal
fractional coverage is not uniquely related to either the evaporation or
the precipitation.
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Corresponding to the fractional coverage of positive condensation,
total cloud fractional coverage decreases with an increasing TE (figure
6.17a) and with an increasing AMTGE (figure 6.17b). The magnitude of
the total cloud fractional coverage is larger because of horizontal
transports of cloud water and local time oscillations in the condensa-
tion field result in part of the cloud being in a region where atmos-
pheric conditions are more appropriate to cloud evaporation. Total
cloud fractional coverage also has much less variation with respect to
latitude; however, the variations follow, qualitatively, the variations
in the positive condensation.
The sensitivity of the relative humidity follows closely the sensi-
tivities of the fractional coverage. H decreases with an increasing TE
(figure 6.18a) and with an increasing AMTGE (figure 6.18b). Moreover,
the variation with respect to latitude is qualitatively the same although
figure 6.7b indicates that the variation of the relative humidity with
respect to fractional cloud cover is not a linear relationship
and might in fact be weakly influenced by various other model para-
meters.
Summarizing: fractional cloud cover and relative humidity decrease
with increasing TE and AMTGE even though evaporation and the concommitant
precipitation increase. The reasons for this antithesis can be attri-
buted to several causes and are discussed in the remainder of this section.
6.2.4 Vertical Velocities
The model eddy vertical velocity increases with an increasing T,,
(figure 6.19a) and with an increasing AMTGE (figure 6.19b) and is largest
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toward the center of the domain. An increase in the vertical velocity
amplitude (of a linear wave) makes the fractional cloud cover and zon-
ally averaged relative humidity tend toward 50%. This is because an
increase in the eddy vertical velocity corresponds to an increase in
the atmosphere's transport of water vapor away from subsident or diver-
gent regions into ascension or convergent regions. Also, an increase
in the vertical velocity increases the rate of adiabatic warming and
hence drying in regions of subsidence and cooling and hence moistening
in regions of ascension. The atmosphere is becoming a more efficient
condensor and dryer with an increase in the eddy vertical velocity.
6.2.5 Static Stabilities
The amount of adiabatic warming and cooling is directly proportional
to the static stability - which increases with an increasing TE (figure
6.20a) and with an increasing AMTGE (figure 6.20b). It is well known
that the horizontal advections of sensible heat stabilize and destabilize
portions of the atmosphere and that vertical advections stabilize the
atmosphere on the average. For example, figure 6.21 shows the resultant
model temperatures at the upper and lower levels compared to the radia-
tive and sensible equilibrium temperatures. While the lower-level tem-
peratures are warmer than the equilibrium temperatures in the northern
regions, they are colder in the southern regions since the heat trans-
ports are attempting to remove the temperature gradient. The lower-level
temperatures tend to be warmer on the average than the equilibrium tem-
perature because of the latent heat of condensation. The upper-level
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average temperature is even warmer than the equilibrium average tempera-
tures because of vertical heat transports and because of moist convection
- which increases with an increasing TE (figure 6.22a) and with an in-
creasing AMTGE (figure 6.22b). This is because, with an increasing mois-
ture content, moist convection attempts to obtain conditional stability
by increasing the static stability. Positive condensation is dominated
by the convective condensation for the hot climate and by supersaturation
condensation for the other climates. It is interesting to note that the
convective condensation is largest where the positive condensation is
largest rather than occurring predominantly in the southern regions.
6.2.6 Calculated Fractional Cloud Cover
In addition to the vertical velocity and static stabilities and
concomitant transport and adiabatic warming and cooling - which increase
with an increasing TE and AMTGE - the cloud coverage is influenced by
the mean field turbulent transports. As shown in Chapter 4, an increase
in evaporation due to the nonlinear relationship between the saturation
vapor pressure and temperature actually results in clouds tending toward
regions of ascending motion. This is because the ratio of the saturation
atmospheric water vapor mixing ratio to the surface water vapor mixing
ratio increases with an increasing temperature if the free atmosphere is
colder than the surface layer. The evaporation increases even more, how-
ever, due to an increase in the surface wind speed. And although the av-
erage boundary-layer temperature difference decreases due to increased la-
tent heat at the lower levels, the boundary-layer temperature difference
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is increased in the southern regions - where the bulk of the evaporation
is occurring - with an increasing AMTG . The average radiative and
sensible cooling resulting from the necessity to balance the increased
condensation also helps to increase the fractional cloud cover. And,
the mean vertical motion increases the cloud cover in regions of ascension
and decreases the cloud cover in regions of subsidence.
Recalling figure 4.3, it is the sensitivity of the ratio of the mean
terms to the eddy vertical velocity that determines the fractional coverage.
From 4.2.8
C : -- i .R.(6.2.1)
-. ~-0 o< it.
w
We calculate C by letting
VV = ? U ( ir (6.2.2a)
B Z~3  PAIr ~ ( ~ -' (6.2.2b)
))
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where the saturation moisture terms are calculated from the time and
zonal-mean temperatures and pressures.
C decreases with an increasing TE (figure 6.23a) and an increasing
AMTGE (figure 6.23b) since relative to the increased surface wind speed
and radiative and sensible cooling, the vertical velocity and static
stability increase even more. C is consistent qualitatively with the
model's fractional cloud covers (figures 6.16 and 6.17) but shows more
variation for the normal and cold climate and less variation for the hot
and small and large AMTGE climates. This could be due to the neglect of
horizontal advections.
6.2.7 Calculated Relative Humidity
As previously shown in section 4.2, the relative humidity is related
to the fraction cloud cover and the parameter n through the relationship
H :X .A -i3 9 ~7r- 'E (6.2.3a)
and
where
(6.2.3c)
___: t&6P T
We found that for the same fractional cloud cover, [H] increased with
increasing n; for the same [H], C decreased with decreasing n. Figure
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6.24 shows that n decreases with respect to latitude - mainly because
the boundary layer temperature difference decreases with respect to
latitude (figure 6.4) - and with increasing TE (figure 6.24a) and
increasing AMTGE (figure 6.24b). The reasons for these latter changes
have been discussed previously in the previous subsection.
The relative humidity was shown in section 4.2 to be related to the
fractional cloud cover by the relationship
((i C, + + ( C04 . .)). (6.2.3d)
7t
Using the calculated C, the calculated relative humidities did not
correspond very well with the observed relative humidity although their
qualitative sensitivities followed the sensitivities of the model relative
humidities. Therefore we used the observed total fractional cloud cover.
The derived inverse average relative humidity inverse is shown to corres-
pond qualitatively with the model's relative humidity - decreasing with
an increasing TE (figure 6.25a) and an increasing AMTGE (figure 6.25b).
The variations are much greater, however, for the hot and large AMTGE
climates than for the cold and small AMTGE climates - probably due to
the neglect of advections. However, the normal climate's calculated H
tends to correspond fairly well with the model's H.
6.2.8 Calculated Precipitation
As shown in section 4.2, the precipitation is related to the frac-
tional cloud cover by the relationship
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(6.2.4)
Using the model relationships for the right hand side, a good correspon-
dence was obtained for all climates excepting the hot climate, which had
too little precipitation in the hot southern region (although still more
than the normal or cold climates). A better relationship was found by
using the derived fractional cloud covers shown in figure 6.23. With
this relationship, figure 6.26 shows that good correspondence between
the theoretically calculated precipitation and the observed precipitation
(figure 6.14) was obtained. This may indicate that the horizontal advec-
tions are less important for obtaining the correct precipitation.
6.2.9 Entrainment Parameter
As the preceding formulas have indicated, the qualitative sensitivi-
ties of the model correspond qualitatively with the sensitivities of the
simpler models developed in Chapter 4. There are important quantitative
differences which may be due in part to the neglect of horizontal advec-
tions. In an effort to qualitatively include their effect, we studied
in section 4.3 the inclusion of large scale entrainment - which was denoted
this because it acted to entrain dry air into a potentially saturated
region and hence reduced the potential cloudiness. It also entrained
moist air from part of the wave to the dryer part and consequently reduced
the variation in the relative humidity field that would be present if the
zonal wind were equal to the phase velocity of the vertical motion. The
effects of the entrainment are measured by the factor s, where
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(6.2.5)
Ff ~J~
We estimate e by letting
A
L- - -. ] - . (6.2.6)
T 2-
T_ _-_ _-.._ _(6.2.7a)
W.:o
where
EW (( : 'L (6.2.7b)
0
LW( 0 Q3.. =(~T J-~ (6.2.7c)
C
and
[w (Il)T I L-6 C-0 ~4 IMN\ C, (6.2.7d)
Essentially the entrainment constant is a ratio of the time it takes a
region to reach saturation by vertical motion to the time it takes the
zonal advections to bring dry air into it. As was shown in Chapter 4,
the greatest fractional coverages and smallest relative humidities are
associated with the smallest entrainment rates. As shown in figure 6.27
the entrainment constant, e, is fairly large - varying between 6 and 20.
e also tends to be largest toward the center of the domain. This is only
a qualitative assessment, however, since the model does not have a finite-
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amplitude two-dimensional wave at each latitude belt giving rise to clouds
and relative humidities. In fact, if u-s is postulated to have instead
u + u
the form [u2  2 2 to take into account the fact that the
vertical velocities are part of one large scale system, then E would be
smallest in the center of the domain. Nevertheless, the average value
for the entrainment parameter does indicate that because of the large
entrainment rate, the large relative humidities of the model are consis-
tent with the model's fractional cloud cover. The entrainment constant
decreases with increasing TE (figure 6.27a) and with increasing AMTGE
(figure 6.27d) but not as fast as the parameter n is decreasing (compare
figures 6.24 and 6.27);hence the relative entrainment increase helps to
decrease the fractional cover still further. The decreasing entrainment
rate indicates, however, that the cloud field in our model is becoming
more closely associated with regions of ascending motion regardless of
the horizontal flow fields.
6.2.10 Cloud Formulae
As the preceding sections have shown, the theoretical cloud covers
and relative humidities tend to have a different variation with respect to
latitude than is present in the numerical model. This is thought to be
due to the neglect of the horizontal advections. Facets of the simpler
theory may be applicable, however, to the numerical model. For example,
in section 4.2, explicit reference to the vertical velocity in the cloud
formula was eliminated and the approximate formula
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r 
(6.2.8)
for CE was obtained. Only the dependence on the boundary-layer turbulent
transport, precipitation and relative humidity is present. CE decreases
with increasing TE (figure 6.28b) and increasing AMTGE (figure 6.28b).
The variations are not as strong as in figure 6.23 and in fact are not
even as strong as those in figure 6.17.
Sellers (1976) proposed the following cloud formula
Cs = (o.15 . 5 ( fr.---.. (6.2.9)
While we did not find very good agreement by the use of this formulation,
we did find an appropriate modification by using EN
(6.2.10a)
in place of E,
E =6Co0o I (ci - M, (6.2.1ob)
since this former formula is more like Sellers' evaporation formula.
Figures 6.29a and 6.29b may be compared to figures 6.17a and 6.17b; they
show reasonably close agreement.
The reasons for this qualitatively better agreement for both formulae
can probably be attributed to the relative humidity which - like the
fractional cloud cover - is affected by the horizontal advection. In
fact, the use of the relative humidity alone gives a fairly good cloud
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formula. This was also suggested in figure 1.1. However, the relative
humidity alone may not be sufficient to describe stratus and convective
clouds under different climatic conditions and the additional variables
may be needed. For example, the cloud formulae indicate that if the
evaporation is large compared to the precipitation in one particular region
and that if the precipitation is large compared to the evaporation in
another region then even though the relative humidities may be the same
the cloud cover will be less in the former case than in the latter.
6.2.11 Summary
Although the evaporation and consequently condensation and precipi-
tation increased with an increasing TE and AMTGE, the fractional cloud
covers and the relative humidity decreased. Chapter 4 showed that, other
things remaining the same, an increase in temperature would increase the
efficiency of the transports in moistening and drying the atmosphere, and
hence decrease the cloudiness toward regions of ascent only and decrease
the relative humidity in regions of descent. However, the surface wind
and radiative and sensible cooling increased with an increasing TE and
could have counteracted this temperature effect were it not for the increase
in the atmospheric static stabilities, vertical velocities, and relative
entrainment, which also increased with an increasing AMTGE. Due to the
E*
neglect of large scale entrainment and detrainment, the simpler model
formulae did not correspond too well quantitatively with the numerical
model's cloud cover and relative humidity. By eliminating explicit reference
to the vertical velocity field and substituting variables affected by the
advections, better formulae were obtained.
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We have therefore gained confidence that the model's sensitivities
are internally consistent. Whether or not the model accurately represents
climatic change is unresolved, however, because of the many parameteriza-
tions incorporated into the model.
6.3 Sensitivity of Model Results to Various Parameterizations and Model
Scales
Extensive testing of various model parameterizations and scales was
done to determine what effect they might have on our eventual conclusions;
none altered the qualitative answers obtained from the basic sesnitivity
experiments. We discuss briefly some of the most important quantitative
differences.
6.3.1 Domain Size
Since the meridional scale that was chosen for the basic experiments
was smaller than the earth's meridional scale, the meridional width was
increased to 9,000 km. Evaporation and hence condensation, precipitation,
and cloud water content increased mainly because of an increase of temp-
erature in the hot southern region where most of the evaporation takes
place. For the same average temperature the evaporation increased to
23x10~7 g cm-2 sec-1 from lOx10~7 g cm-2 sec-1 . Corresponding to the
increase in the intensity of the hydrologic cycle, the fractional cover-
ages decreased by.20 and the relative humidity decreased by .05 - which
were statistically significant changes. This was consistent with an
increase of the eddy vertical velocity and atmospheric static stability.
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When the average temperature of the large domain was increased to 287.5
deg., the intensity of the hydrologic cycle increased still further and
the concomitant cloud and relative fields decreased still further. The
average sensitivities of the large domain are therefore similar to the
sensitivities for the small domain.
6.3.2 Horizontal Grid Resolution
Decreasing the grid size to 333.3 km., we found that the eddy ver-
tical velocities increased, relative humidity decreased and fractional
cloud cover decreased. The differences were slight, however, and, dif-
ferences between a hot and cold climate for a high resolution model
were comparable to the differences found in a lower resolution model.
This indicates that even though absolute magnitudes may change, the
large scale climate sensitivities in the moisture field may be relatively
insensitive to horizontal grid resolution. The effect of the vertical
resolution was not tested.
6.3.3 Precipitation Function
Since the parameterization for conversion of cloud water to precip-
itation is arbitrary to a certain extent, the efficiency was decreased
by using the precipitation parameterization P3 - which is shown in figure
3.2. Using this parameterization for a hot climate, the fractional
coverages increased by ".12 and the relative humidities by .03. Cloud
C
evaporation more than doubled and the conversion efficiency (-+ -.
C + C
decreased from 95% to 87%. It was interesting to note that even though
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the cloud-water contents in cloudy regions for the hot climate increased
from 2x10-2 g cm-2 to 7.1xl0-2 g cm-2 , total precipitation remained
fairly constant since the evaporation was relatively unchanged by the
small changes in relative humdity. The evaporation could be considerably
changed, however, if radiative feedbacks had been included in the model.
6.3.4 Critical Relative Humidity
Since the real atmosphere has significant cloudiness occurring even
when the relative humidity avearaged over one grid interval is unsaturated,
some general circulation models have condensation occurring when the
relative humidity reaches a lower optimum value - usually 85%. Use of
this criterion in our model increased the fractional coverage of positive
condensation and total cloudiness and also increased the intensity of the
hydrologic cycle. However, the sensitivity of the model with this new
condensation parameterization to the equilibrium temperature remained
unchanged. For an increase in the average temperature, the evaporation,
condensation, and precipitation increased while the relative humidity and
fractional coverages decreased.
6.3.5 Newtonian Time Constant
Although the Newtonian time constant was fairly small for the upper
troposphere, it was large for the lower atmospheric layer which,in addi-
tion to radiation,includes sensible heat transfer from the lower layer
to turbulent eddies; hence we decreased the time constant from
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T2 = 1.6xlO6sec to T2 = 5xlO 5sec in the lower layer. This had the effect
of reducing the temperature difference between the resultant model temp-
erature and the equilibrium temperature at the lower levels. The boundary-
layer temperature difference was considerably reduced in the southern
regions and the inversion wasn't as strong in the northern regions; the
most outstanding change, however, was in the cloud field shown in figure
6.30.
The cloud cover became much more like that observed in mid-latitudes
on the earth. Whether or not this is just coincidental is not important.
What is important is that a radiative and sensible heating scheme that
interacts with the cloud field may give a cloud field with a radically
different coverage. Hence, the ultimate determination of cloud sensitiv-
ities must come from a more sophisticated model which includes all rele-
vant feedbacks. We think, however, that the qualitative average sensi-
tivities discussed in Section 6.2 will be unchanged.
6.3.6 Summary
Whether or not climatic changes entail changes in the basic
parameterizations which the model assumes are unchanging is unknown. Also
unknown are the validity of the various parameterizations being used in
the model. Only by use of models such as the one described in this thesis
can we determine what important feedbacks are present and how they relate
to each other. We can then effect large changes in a particular parameter-
ization to see how our basic conclusions might be altered. The testing
will continue so long as people have differing opinions on the validity
of the various parameterizations.
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Figure 6.lb. Sensitivity of the positive evaporation to
the equilibrium absolute meridional temperature gradient.
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temperature.
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Figure 6.2b. Sensitivity of dew deposition to the
equilibrium absolute meridional temperature gradient.
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Figure 6.3b. Sensitivity of the surface wind speed and
zonal wind to the equilibrium absolute meridional
temperature gradient.
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difference to the equilibrium absolute meridional temperature
gradient. Dashed line is the AT of the imposed equilibrium
temperature.
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Figure 6.6a. Sensitivity of positive condensation to the equilibrium
temperature.
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Figure 6.6b. Sensitivity of the positive condensation to
the equilibrium absolute meridional temperature gradient.
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equilibrium absolute meridional temperature gradient.
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Figure 6.8a. Sensitivity of the meridional transport of
latent heat to the equilibrium temperature.
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Figure 6.8b. Sensitivity of the meridional transport of
latent heat to the equilibrium absolute meridional tempera-
ture gradient.
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Figure 6.9a. Sensitivity of the total energy transport
to the equilibrium temperature.
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Figure 6.9b. Sensitivity of the total energy transport
to the equilibrium absolute meridional temperature gradient.
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zonal winds to the equilibrium temperature.
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Figure 6.10b. Sensitivity of the upper and lower-level
zonal winds to the equilibrium absolute meridional
temperature gradient.
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Figure 6.lla. Sensitivity of the transport of zonal
momentum to the equilibrium temperature.
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Figure 6.11b. Sensitivity of the transport of zonal
momentum to the equilibrium absolute meridional
temperature gradient.
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Figure 6.13a. Sensitivity of the average cloud water in the cloudy
regions to the equilibrium temperature
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Figure 6.13b. Sensitivity of the average cloud water in
the cloudy regions to the equilibrium absolute meridional
temperature gradient.
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Figure 6.14a. Sensitivity of the precipitation to the
equilibrium temperature.
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Figure 6.14b. Sensitivity of the precipitation to the
equilibrium absolute meridional temperature gradient.
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Figure 6.15a. Sensitivity of the meridional transport of
cloud water to the equilibrium temperature.
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Figure 6.15b. Sensitivity of the meridional transport of
cloud water to the equilibrium absolute meridional temperature
gradient.
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Figure 6.16b. Sensitivity of the fractional coverage of
the positive-condensation regions to the equilibrium
absolute meridional temperature gradient.
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Figure 6.17a. Sensitivity of the total cloud fractional coverage to the
equilibrium temperature
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Figure 6.17b. Sensitivity of the total cloud fractional
coverage to the equilibrium absolute meridional temperature
gradient.
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Figure 6.18a. Sensitivity of the relative humidity to the equilibrium
temperature.
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Figure 6.18b. Sensitivity of the relative humidity to
the equilibrium absolute meridional temperature gradient.
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Figure 6.19a. Sensitivity of the eddy vertical velocity to the
equilibrium temperature.
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Figure 6.19b. Sensitivity of the eddy vertical velocity
to the equilibrium absolute meridional temperature
gradient.
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Figure 6.20a. Sensitivity of the atmospheric static
stability to the equilibrium temperature.
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Figure 6.20b. Sensitivity of the static stability to the
equilibrium absolute meridional temperature gradient.
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level temperature to the equilibrium temperature.
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temperatures to the equilibrium absolute meridional
temperature gradient.
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Figure 6,2 2a. Sensitivity of the convective condensation
to the equilibrium temperature.
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Figure 6.22b.. Sensitivity of the convective condensation
to the equilibrium absolute meridional temperature gradient.
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Figure 6.23a. Sensitivity of C = 1 _ (B/W) to theer
equilibrium temperature.
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Figure 6.23b. Sensitivity of C = 1- cos (B/W) to the7rt
equilibrium absolute meridional temperature gradient.
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Figure 6.24a. Sensitivity to n to the equilibrium
temperature. n is a measure of the ratio of the surface
turbulent transport to the atmospheric transport and
adiabatic heating.
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Figure 6.24b. Sensivity of n to the equilibrium
absolute meridional temperature gradient.
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Figure 6.25b. Sensivity of [H 1 ]1 - [1 + 1(- + (1-C)cosirC)]~1tlT
to the equilibrium absolute meridional temperature gradient.
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Figure 6.26a. Sensitivity of the calculated precipitation
rate of the equilibrium temperature.
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Figure 6.26b. Sensitivity of the calculated precipitation
to the equilibrium absolute meridional temperature gradient.
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absolute meridional temperature gradient.
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Figure 6.29a. Sensitivity of Sellers' cloud parameteri-
zation, CS, to the equilibrium temperature.
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zation, CS, to the equilibrium absolute meridional
temperature gradient.
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Figure 6.30a. Sensitivity of the fractional coverage of
positive-condensation regions to the equilibrium temperature
for the experiment with T2 = 5x1O 5sec.
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Figure 6.30b. Sensivity of the fractional coverage of
positive-condensation regions to the equilibrium absolute
meridional temperature gradient for the experiment with
T2 = 5xlO5 sec.
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7. Summary and Conclusions
In order to determine the sensitivity of an atmospheric hydrologic
cycle to the equilibrium temperature, we constructed a numerical model
with atmospheric-like behavior that was driven by differential Newtonian
heating. The average equilibrium temperature (T E) of the Newtonian
heating was specified for one experiment to be 150 warmer than the TE
of the normal climate ([[T ]]=280.) experiment and was specified to be
150 colder in another experiment. These experiments were denoted the
hot, normal, and cold climates respectively. Another set of experiments
specified the equilibrium absolute meridional temperature gradient (AMTGE
to either be larger by 3x10-8 deg cm~ or smaller by 3x10-8 deg cm~
than the normal climate - which had an AMTGE of 6x10-8 deg cm~1.
Time-dependent numerical solutions to the primitive equations and
equations for water vapor and cloud water were obtained on a self-
contained, ocean-covered, mid-latitude two-level, parity-conserving,
periodic f plane with sigma and Cartesian coordinates. The equations
were integrated for 462.5 days; the last 150 days were time averaged
in order to obtain the mean climate for each experiment. Leith's (1973)
estimate of the standard deviation of a time average was calculated in
order to ensure that various climatic differences were statistically
significant.
The model temperatures equilibrated near the TE of the Newtonian
cooling law; however, they were larger on the average because of the
latent heat of condensation. Except for the hot climate, the absolite
meridional temperature gradient (AMTG) was less than the AMTGE because
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of the transport of sensible heat plus potential energy from the southern
regions to the northern regions. For the hot climate, enough latent
heat was condensed in the southern regions to counteract this transport
and the resultant temperature gradient was somewhat larger than the pre-
set equilibrium temperature gradient. For the cold climate, the AMTG
was less than the AMTGE but not quite as much as for the normal climate
which had more condensation released in middle latitudes than in southern
latitudes. Upon increasing the AMTGE the condensation increased in the
southern latitudes but not more than the transport of sensible heat plus
potential energy northward and hence the AMTG was less than the AMTGE
but still increased with an increasing AMTGE'
The zonal winds were geostrophically consistent with the AMTG -
increasing with an increasing AMTGE and being largest for the hot climate
and slightly larger for the cold climate than for the normal climate.
The surface winds also followed the sensitivities of the upper level
winds - increasing with an increasing AMTGE and being largest for the
hot climate. On the average, the surface zonal winds were westerly in
the computational domain; they were balanced globally by the surface
easterlies in the antisymmetric domain and locally by convergence of
westerly momentum, from the antisymmetric domain, at the lateral bound-
aries. A Ferrel circulation was also obtained. By conserving the parity
of the dynamical solution on an f plane, we essentially isolated some
of the qualitative features of the earth's temperate climatic regime.
Equations for the vertically averaged water vapor and cloud water
along with parameterizations for evaporation, condensation, and
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precipitation were formulated in terms of the water at the lower level
and an ocean-covered surface. One part of the water budget not consid-
ered for this study was cloud water at the upper model level; another
part not considered was the evaporation of precipitation and sedimenting
cloud water in the boundary layer; and another part not considered was
fractional cloudiness at one grid point - we discuss fractional cloudi-
ness in terms of the fractional amount of the time that a fractional
part of a latitude zone is either condensing or contains cloud water.
Corresponding to an increase of evaporation with an increasing TE
and AMTGE, other water conversions also increased: dew deposition,
water-vapor transport, positive condensation, convective condensation,
cloud evaporation, cloud-water transport, and precipitation. The re-
sulting equilibrium state had more water vapor content and the cloud
water was greatly increased in the cloudy regions. Conversely, fractional
coverage of positive-condensation regions, fractional coverage of cloud
water, and the relative humidity decreased with increasing TE and AMTGE'
The increase in cloud-water content with an increasing TE agreed
with Weare and Snell (1974). The decrease in cloud fractional coverage
and relative humidity agreed with Schneider and Washington (1973), with
Cess (1976), and with Manabe and Wetherald's (1975) - Wetherald and
Manabe's (1976) upper-level relative humidity. The quantitative decrease
in cloudiness of roughly one percent per degree also agreed with Schneider
and Washington and Cess. The decrease in cloudiness and corresponding
increase in convective condensation agreed with Sellers' (1976) postulate
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that an increase in temperature resulted in less supersaturation stratus-
like clouds and more convective-like clouds with a net decrease in cloud
area.
We determined that the decrease in cloud fractional coverage and
relative humidity with increasing TE and AMTGE was due to the increase
in the atmospheric eddy subsidence which accompanied an increase in the
upward motions (which was suggested by Wetherald and Manabe) along with
an increase in the static stability. The slight decrease in the boundary
layer temperature difference and the effect of the increased temperature
also contributed. These tended to overwhelm the increase in: (1) the
surface wind speed and concomitant increase in the turbulent transports;
and (2) the increase in the radiative and sensible cooling.
We discussed the effects of horizontal advections on the cloud and
relative humidity field by means of the entrainment parameter - so denoted
because at the cloud boundary it described the entrainment of dry air.
The detrainment of moist air from the cloud was negligible since the
relative humidity was identically one everywhere within the cloudy re-
gion; only cloud water could be detrained. The parameter was also im-
portant in describing, in unsaturated regions, the horizontal advections
of moist air into dry regions and advections of dry air into moist re-
gions and, in cloudy regions, the horizontal re-arrangement of cloud
water.
Although the entrainment parameter decreased with an increasing
TE and AMTG the decrease in the relative humidity in the dry regions
may have resulted in a relative entrainment increase. This was deduced
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by comparing the decrease in the entrainment to the decrease in the ratio
of the surface turbulent transport term to the atmospheric transport and
adiabatic heating term. Nonetheless, the decrease in the entrainment
parameter with an increasing TE and AMTGE indicated that the clouds were
becoming more closely associated with ascending motions and that clear
skies were becoming more closely associated with descending motions.
Since the horizontal advections were of considerable importance
in our numerical model, we did not obtain a good cloud parameterization
neglecting them. However, upon eliminating explicit reference to the
vertical velocity by substituting an analytical relationship between
the vertical velocity and relative humidity, we obtained a better rela-
tionship. This is thought to be because the relative humidity is also
affected by the transports. Use of the model relative humidity there-
fore incorporates, indirectly, the effects of the horizontal advections.
The cloud formula derived in Chapter 4 had the same qualitative sensi-
tivities as the model clouds - decreasing with increasing TE and AMTGE
but Sellers' (1976) formula was shown to have a much better quantitative
relationship.
Use of the relative humidity alone gives a fairly good representa-
tion of the cloud field although we caution against the use of one rel-
ative-humidity formula for all situations. Smagorinsky (1960) has shown
that different relations exist between fractional cloud cover and rela-
tive humidity at different altitudes. We also showed analytically that
simple models of the clouds and relative humidity required an additional
parameter that described the intensity of boundary layer transports to
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the intensity of atmospheric motions. Entrainment also affected the
cloud and relative-humidity relationships. Essentially, cloud coverage
had a direct relationship between the relative humidity for constant
values of these other parameters. Hence in addition to Smagorinsky's
relationships between fractional cloud cover and relative humidity at
different altitudes, these other parameters suggest that the relation-
ship may be latitude dependent and that convective clouds may have
different relative-humidity and fractional-cloud-cover relationships
than stratus clouds.
Although the evidence for a decrease in cloudiness with increasing
TE and AMTGE was strong for our model, Manabe and Wetherald (1975) and
Wetherald and Manabe (1976) obtained an increase in relative humidity
in the lower boundary layer (below 800 mb). If there had been model
levels in the region where the surface turbulent transports are increasing
and where, because of the lower boundary, the vertical velocities and
static stabilities increase only negligibly, then we also probably would
have obtained an increased relative humidity. Whether or not this would
have also increased the fractional cloud cover is unclear since the re-
lationship between the fractional cloud cover and relative humidity was
shown to depend on other parameters. For example, for the same fractional
cloud cover, increasing surface turbulent transports may correspond simply
to an increasing H. The most direct method to resolve this question is
to construct a model with more vertical resolution in the boundary layer
and to calculate - at least - regions of positive condensation. One
should also include some appropriate radiative and sensible heat param-
eterization more accurate than our Newtonian heating. It is important
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to model the boundary layer accurately (I appreciate various comments by
Professor Randall on this aspect) since Wetherald and Manabe have pointed
out that an increase in low clouds may have more radiatively dominant
effects than an equivalent decrease in upper layer cloudiness.
Since the cloud water content is increasing, the detrainment and
fractional coverage at the upper level may be increased. Although this
may be offset by the increased drying in the regions outside the clouds,
the net effect is unknown until a calculation with moisture being carried
at two or more levels is done.
The seasonal change of cloudiness that temperate latitudes would
have is unclear since for both an increased AMTG and an increased tem-
perature, the cloudiness and relative humidity decreased. A model with
seasonal dynamics, that is, one which has both a changing AMTG and a
changing temperature is needed to determine relative effects.
The effect of having a surface only partially covered by ocean and
the effect of orography was not studied. The distribution of these fea-
tures on the surface may have important effects and must be included in
any model that wishes to predict climate sensitivities directly appli-
cable to the earth.
The effect of the clouds on the local radiative and sensible
heating can have an important influence on the equilibrium cloud cover.
For example, upon changing the Newtonian time constant a qualitatively
different meridional fractional cloud cover structure resulted. However,
the average sensitivities remained the same.
The radiative feedbacks that this model would have on the equilib-
rium sea-surface temperatures if the cloud field were coupled to the
radiation field are unclear. Cloud-water contents increase with an
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increasing TE and AMTGE; hence more solar radiation would be reflected
back to space. (See Neiburger, 1949, and Paltridge, 1974, for a dis-
cussion of cloud albedos.) The fractional coverage of the clouds are
decreasing, however, and if the change in cloud albedo is small, more
total solar radiation may be absorbed by the earth. Another possible
positive feedback is the possible increase in cloud height (Schneider,
1972) due to moist convection. The cloud tops may emit at colder tem-
peratures and accordingly the earth's surface and atmospheric tempera-
ture would have to increase in order to achieve planetary radiative
equilbrium; on the other hand, the cloud tops may emit at warmer tem-
peratures - in which case the feedback is negative. Another negative
feedback is that a decrease in fractional cloud coverage would allow
the infrared radiation from the lower and warmer regions of the atmos-
phere to escape to space more easily.
As was noted previously, a positive feedback need not necessarily
destabilize an entire system if other negative feedbacks are also pres-
ent. For example, if we assume that a change in cloud cover of 2% pro-
duces an average decrease in the surface temperature of .5* (Schneider,
1972) and that cloud cover varies less than 2% per degree change in sur-
face temperature, then the decrease in cloudiness with increasing tem-
perature would only amplify any temperature change due to some external
cause by a factor less than two. (The strong negative feedback by the
temperature overwhelms all other feedbacks.) This means that although
climatic assessments, that assume fixed cloudiness, may have qualita-
tively correct conclusions, they may have quantitative underestimations
of the surface temperature effects.
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Whether or not clouds amplify or damp the change caused by some
external forcing must await computations with a radiative-dynamical
model. Cess (1976) suggested that the clouds' negative infrared
feedbacks may be so strong that a change in cloud amount may result
in little surface temperature change. However, Manabe (private commu-
nication) reports that the clouds in his newest model have a positive
radiative feedback and noticeable effect on the surface temperature.
Because of the limitations in our small model, we conclude this
thesis with the hope that some experiments have been suggested for a
larger model.
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APPENDIX A
SYMBOLS, SUBSCRIPTS AND OPERATORS
Capital Roman Symbols
A : general dependent variable
AMTG : absolute meridional temperature gradient
AMTGE equilibrium absolute meridional temperature gradient
B (C DDD (qY-1) -Qqa )Iq [W 2
C cloud cover, fractional coverage
CD surface drag coefficient = min[(l + 7x10~4|vs 1)1-3, 2.5x10-3]
CDD boundary layer drag coefficient = CD/[l + CDIvs Ap/(PsgK)
CDDD normalized boundary layer drag coefficient = 2CDDgPsvs I/p
CE estimated fractional cloud cover (see section 4.2.4)
C, : dry air heat capacity at constant pressure, 9.96xlO 6ergs g-1 deg-1
C : Sellers' (1976) cloud formula
C : conversion from vapor to cloud, sec-1
positive condensation, sec-1
negative condensation or cloud evaporation, sec-1
CC convective condensation, g cm-2sec-1
E evaporation, g cm~1sec-2
F : flux of water substance,g cm-2sec-1
F: frictional force in x direction, cm sec-2
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-2F frictional force in y direction, cmsecy
H relative humidity
IM number of zonal grid points in computational domain
JM : number of meridional grid points in computational domain
K eddy diffusion coefficient in turbulent boundary layer =
ii 2 -1100|v icm sec
10 -1L latent heat of evaporation -condensation, 2.5x10 ergs g
-1P : precipitation, sec
-2 -1P : precipitation, g cm sec
c
-1 -1Q : diabatic and moist convective heating, ergs g sec
QC : moist convective heating
Q :Q/C, degsec 1
6 -1 -1R dry air gas constant, 2.87x10 ergs g deg
RT1 3T 2 -1 2S lower level static stability, (- +- P), deg cm g sec
T temperature, deg
TE radiative-sensible heating equilibrium temperature
TKE total kinetic energy, gsec-2
TPE total potential energy, gsec-2
X east-west domain length, cm
Y north-south domain length, cm
-1 -3W :amplitude of eddy vertical velocity, g cm sec
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Capital Greek Symbols
A : horizontal difference, cm
At : time difference, sec
Ah : h2-h1
Ax : east-west difference, cm
Ay : north-south difference, cm
Aa : sigma difference
4t geopotential, cm2sec-2
TP symmetric-circulation stream function (y,a)
m
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Lower-Case Roman Symbols
a : part of precipitation function
n
e vapor pressure, mb, or exponential
f coriolis parameter, l.OlxlO-4sec-1
g gravitational acceleration, 981 cm sec-2
h moist static energy, C pT + gz+ Lqv
j meridional index
k vertical level indicator
k average zonal wave number of vertical velocity or vertical unit vector
n time index
p pressure, g cm~1 sec-1
pS : surface pressure, g cm-1 sec-1
q. : water component mixing ratio
q c : cloud-water mixing ratio
q : precipitation mixing ratio
S 3T ln(qv,2)
q (- + Sq)
p a
* *
q :q /qqY qvqg qv,2
1 L
q6  * + -q)
q v,2
s dry static energy, C T + gz
Ap
s phase speed of zonally propagating vertical-velocity wave
t time, sec
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u : zonal velocity, cm sec-1
v : meridional velocity, cm sec-I
: horizontal vector velocity, cm sec 1
x east-west direction, cm
xn precipitation function exponent
y north-south direction, cm
z vertical direction, cm
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Lower-Case Greek Symbols
a coefficient of smoothing operator, cm4sec-l
an part of precipitation function P1 , sec-1
6 finite difference or conditional quantity (See text for relevant
details.)
*
y :1 + L v,2
C P T
C :entrainment parameter = k(u-s)/Wq
C :generalized horizontal coordinate
r : relative-humidity parameter, CDDD /Wq
T : ratio of circumference to diameter of circle
p atmospheric density, g cm-3
p : atmospheric density at standard temperature and pressure
a : pressure divided by surface pressure, vertical coordinate
0 do-
aF : , sec-1dt
TE Newtonian time constant, sec
T : precipitation time constant, sec
TA upper-level shear stress
T surface stress
W psa
ap
: + a I ( s + vi - Vp )
ap
W : + C ( s + v - Vp )2 2 2't v2 s
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SUBSCRIPTS
1 : level, a = .25, p%2.5x105 g cm-Isec-2
3/2 level 3/2, a = .5
2 level 2, a = .75
c pertaining to cloud
g in the surface layer
i water component
k general height coordinate
n component of precipitation function
p precipitation
q. pertaining to a water component
s surface layer at anemometer level
v vapor
x : in x direction
y in y direction
E present equilibrium value
a in a direction
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OPERATORS
T T
(A) A[(A ] ' ( Ai o
: time average
: mass-weighted average
: zonal average
: meridional average(A.)
0 Y
: areal average
: fractional coverage
: fractional-coverage
weighted average
(A)~ * (K)- C(A) : eddy
s o) >
0
0
X
0
1i
1.()3 - [( A) ]
(A);'re
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1'MvIr 4.9 (21.656 - 541f8/T)
and
, g Lz e,/* . g)
: saturation vapor pressure
and
: saturation mixing ratio
: vector
smoothing operator
(A) +7. (A) 46 af(A) : flux form of substantial
derivative
e '
S(A')
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APPENDIX B
PARITY BUDGET
In section 2.3 we showed that, for an atmospheric-like dynamical
system, odd parity in the stream function was not conserved whereas even
parity was conserved. From physical considerations we also know that
surface pressure, temperature, and moisture must have, at least, pre-
dominantly even parity; since we wish to obtain a system of equations
that exactly conserves the parity of the solution, we allow these var-
iables to have only even parity and determine if a conservative system
can be found using the following relations
A+()xti> (B.La)
where
A A 4 A- (B.lb)
The parity relationships are as follows:
Tendency
Continuity
0
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I
- o7.s,* cta . i .3.
Zonal momentum
C)- fLu -~~V v ; ~A- - cL -+ L
o-
- 3. g - +f
de r
- R 0 +T*
Meridional momentum
-fV~ 4 - g -p
Thermodynamic
Cp
c+
C f
(B.4)
+ { t v- .
(B.5)
(B.6)
C) bAl
(B.7)
4,
+ *Y- + V +
Ya- 's 
5
c) T + i- w- K14 +
ac- Cp 0-.. V 
v - T+
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Water
fS q *P1* t (B. 8)
+. + (44 ~-V +~ %j
Hydrostatic
.)A . _R.T +(B.9)
The only possible dynamical system that conserves parity consists
of odd parity for the horizontal velocity vector and even parity for
all other components. It may be shown that if odd parity for these
latter components was physically possible, a parity conserving system
could not be found; the above parity arrangement is the only conserva-
tive system possible for an f plane.
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APPENDIX C
FINITE DIFFERENCE BUDGETS
In the numerical model, a longitudinal point in the computational
domain is represented by i with 2<i<IM1. i=1 refers to the westernmost
point - just outside the boundary - and i=IM2 refers to the easternmost
point - just outside the boundary. A meridional point is represented
by j with 2<j<JM1. j=1 refers to the southernmost point - just outside
the boundary - and j=JM2 refers to the northernmost point just outside
the boundary (see figure 2.5b). For ease in notation we use
A. .=An (i,j,k) where the vertical and time indices are understood.
1,)
Following Kurihara and Holloway (1967), the total-energy equation
of the moist-adiabatic equations integrated over the domain is
(C.1)
C MI TA* 6 T Lqv)e +
z2 'A.
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X(CV
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The first and second sums on the right hand side of C.l represent
the values at the west-east boundaries. For any variable, the following
periodic conditions hold
(C.2a)
and
(C.2b)
Each component in the first sum on the right hand side of C.1 has a
negative counterpart; hence the first and second sums vanish. The
periodic boundary conditions ensure that whatever leaves or enters on
one longitudinal side enters or leaves on the other longitudinal side.
Using the parity relationships in the equations - imposed by the
boundary conditions - we show that the third and fourth sums on the right
hand side of C.1 vanish at the northern and southern boundaries sep-
arately. Consider the southern wall, the parity boundary conditions
give
Al) +(C.3)
That is, there is a counterpart equidistant on the other side of a lon-
gitudinal midpoint and on the other side of the boundary that is equal
in absolute magnitude but, depending on the symmetry of the variable
(odd for the horizontal velocity components and even for everything
else) negative or positive. Products of variables on either side of
the boundary have the following relationships
d(C.4a)
and
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Summing from i=2 to i=IM1
A ; .
A.
+ + 4 I 3 I (C.5a)
(C.5b)
(C.5c)i( 4 t 0 (
(C.5d)21.. (L~L 4A~~')C B ~ + OL
and
(C 5e)
A.~ SO
C + .. )(CiLI ic-,.--O.
In particular, any sum of even parity components multiplied by
(v +vi, 2) and summed from i=2 to i=IM1 vanishes. The term
($ vi,2 i,2 vi 1 ) also vanishes when summed. Since the same occurs
for the northern boundary, the total energy transport into or out of
the domain is identically zero.
For the surface-pressure or, equivalently, mass-conservation equ
tion (using the longitudinal periodicity)
fSaaZZ -21 .5+iI, C
a-
6)
CIL ILI
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The sums on the right hand side vanish because of the meridional veloc-
ities.
The parity conditions ensure that the amount of mass and energy
that leave or enter on one side of a midpoint of the x-axis at a lateral
boundary must have the same amount enter or leave on the other side of
the midpoint of the same lateral boundary.
For the zonal momentum (for a frictionless atmosphere) using the
longitudinal periodic boundary conditions,
(C.7)C)tz
I
+-A
~4 <X 22
C-
fV5LG Vi-1-& +LkL2
L
The second and third sums on the right
because both u and v have odd parity.
served within the computational domain
hand side of C.7 do not vanish
The zonal momentum is not con-
at a specific time. If we
01 &C-
'PS) il)s ------
Oj
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consider both the computational domain and its antisymmetric counter-
part, however, then zonal momentum in both domains is conserved because
the northern (southern) boundary of the computational domain is periodic
with the southern (northern) boundary of the antisymmetric domain.
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